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Introduction
Trying to catalog the history of crimes orchestrated by the
Illuminati, the organized crime syndicate operated under
control of the corrupt ruling class, is an impossible task for a
single individual and a daunting one even for a consortium.
The amount of available information on their crimes through
history is vast and new information presents itself through
government action, covert operations, and the mass media (to
include the vast and ever-growing library of information
accessible through the internet) on a daily basis. This book is
not a catalog of Illuminati crimes but gives brief discussion to
some categories of Illuminati crimes while focusing attention
on select tactics the group uses to control the forces of politics
and economy through programmed control of everyday life.
In discussion of tactics, the book still remains incomplete
versus the voluminous information already available to the
serious and aware dissident, researcher, or average citizen.
This book also includes discussion of the Illuminati from a
religious perspective. Secular readers are welcome to adopt or
disregard religious understandings but the author asks for fair
consideration of all material presented, the majority of which
is secular-historical or scientific in nature. Observed public
sentiment indicates a majority of the world's adult population
is aware of a general corruption that permeates our social
reality and our political and economic systems. Within that
context, this book does not present any new information but
articulates understandings already realized by a large segment
of the earth's population. Chapters are purposefully short to
encourage exploration of hyperlinked references within text
and in full citations at the end of chapters.
5

Conspiracy
The 9/11 truth movement contends that the terrorism
strike against the United States of America on September 11,
2001, was "an inside job," that the three World Trade Center
buildings destroyed (the two towers and nearby building 7)
were taken down in pre-planned controlled demolitions, and
that both presidents and members of Congress are involved in
a cover up of the operation. Dr. Steven Jones, formerly of
Brigham Young University, was the first scientist known to
have suggested and identified use of nano-thermite (a highly
explosive material that burns at extremely high temperatures
that jet fuel, office furniture, and building materials could not
obtain to be able to melt thick steel girders that are used to
hold up skyscrapers) in destruction of the buildings.
After the attacks, the United States Congress appointed the
National Institute of Standards and Technology to investigate
the assault. While NIST may have "a long-standing record in
forensic science," it is an agency of the U.S. Department of
Commerce whose forensic science goals do not coincide with
those of law enforcement. According to its own website:
". . . NIST is a non-regulatory federal agency within
the U.S. Department of Commerce. NIST's mission
is to promote U.S. innovation and industrial competitiveness by advancing measurement science,
standards, and technology in ways that enhance
economic security and improve our quality of life."

The forensic science goals of NIST are for improving and
maintaining precise measurement standards for general
commerce and for precision needed in safe design of buildings,
7
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roads, and equipment, and to support development of new
technologies. Setting and maintaining precision measurement
standards for safe design does not lend itself to investigating
who may have purposefully defied the standards nor how they
went about defying the standards. In fact, defiance of such
standards may not bear any relation at all to acts of terrorism.
Criminal investigations are not the mission of the Department
of Commerce. NIST is not equipped to perform criminal
investigations and has no history of performing them. Neither
the President nor Congress openly assigned the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, Department of Justice, Department of
Homeland Security, National Security Administration, and
U.S. Army, Navy, and Air Force intelligence operations to
each conduct an investigation into the act of mass murder and
alleged outside terrorist aggression against the United States.
References:
Steven E. Jones. "Why Indeed Did the WTC Buildings Completely
Collapse?" Journal of 9/11 Studies, September 2006, 3:1-47.

http://www.journalof911studies.com/volume/200609/Why_Indeed_Did_the_WTC_B
uildings_Completely_Collapse_Jones_Thermite_World_Trade_Center.pdf

Frank Legge. "9/11 - Evidence for Controlled Demolition: a Short List of
Observations." Journal of 9/11 Studies, June 2006, 1:4-16.

http://www.journalof911studies.com/articles/Journal_2_Evidence_for_demolition_20.
pdf

Frank Legge. "9/11 - Evidence for Controlled Demolition: a Short List of
Observations." Journal of 9/11 Studies, June 2006, 1:4-16.

http://www.journalof911studies.com/articles/Journal_2_Evidence_for_demolition_20.
pdf
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Frank Legge. "9/11 - Evidence Suggests Complicity: Inferences from
Actions," Journal of 9/11 Studies, June 2006, 1:17-27.

http://www.journalof911studies.com/articles/Journal_3_Complicity_inferences21.pdf

Graeme MacQueen. "118 Witnesses: The Firefighters' Testimony to
Explosions in the Twin Towers," Journal of 9/11 Studies, August 2006, 2:47106.
http://www.journalof911studies.com/articles/Article_5_118Witnesses_WorldTradeCe
nter.pdf

U.S. Department of Commerce. "NIST General Information."
http://www.nist.gov/public_affairs/general_information.cfm

----- "9/11 Inside Job: Bombs in Buildings," uploaded by TraditionalCatholic,
March 7, 2009. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pjmktbt-F_Q
----- "9/11 was an Inside Job - TOTAL PROOF (part 1)," uploaded by
FreedomAndTruth4All, February 23, 2010. http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xEU61Cw7VCo

----- "Dr. Steven Jones - 9/11 Science & Society," uploaded by thermate911,
August 18, 2012. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hKQchK4X8r0
----- "Firefighters for 9-11 Truth - Explosion WITNESS," uploaded by
Firefighters For 9-11 Truth, March 3, 2010. http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JkieobF3R5Q

----- "Firefighters for 9-11 Truth Explosion Witness," uploaded by
Firefighters For 9-11 Truth, March 3, 2010. http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_I6hLv0NfFk&NR=1

----- "Firefighters For 9-11 Truth Explosion Witness Barry Jennings,"
uploaded by Firefighters For 9-11 Truth, March 3, 2010.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fFL9hrGow4

----- "Proof of Controlled Demolition on 9/11," uploaded by thermate911,
August 23, 2012. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-K-5WWXlc4
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----- "Steven Jones - 9/11 Science and Society: A Lecture to a World Wide
University," uploaded by thermate911, August 18, 2012.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hKQchK4X8r0
----- "Steven E. Jones." http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steven_E._Jones
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Insurrection
Film and audio recordings of American Presidents Dwight
D. Eisenhower and John F. Kennedy demonstrate both men
warning about the Illuminati. Eisenhower stated that proper
government "must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence," and warned American citizens to be
alert and active in guarding against abuses by what he termed
“the military-industrial complex”:
"The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced
power exists and will persist . . . We must never
let the weight of this combination endanger our
liberty or democratic processes. We should take
nothing for granted.”

In other words, Eisenhower - a World War II strategic hero
who likely had a better understanding than most of how
Hitler came to power and was a high-ranking military officer
while the military was engaging in "influence campaigns" at
home and abroad - warned the nation of a conspiracy to
misuse government power and the nation's resources for
disastrously ill ends. Eisenhower's call to take nothing for
granted, echoes Thomas Jefferson's "eternal vigilance is the
price of liberty," meaning to always be on guard against the
corrupt and to carefully watch and scrutinize those we elect.
In a speech delivered to American newspaper publishers,
Kennedy made direct and blunt reference to “a ruthless and
monolithic conspiracy” to not only subvert and destroy
American democracy but to rule the entire world. His full
"secret society speech" was couched in terms of the Cold War
11
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so it appears on the surface to be a warning about a ruthless
conspiracy by the former Soviet Union to overtake America,
obscuring possible true intent to encourage mass media not
loyal to the Illuminati to work to expose it.
References:
Dwight D. Eisenhower. “Eisenhower warns us of the military industrial
complex,” uploaded by The 9/11 Truth Movement, August 4, 2006.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8y06NSBBRtY

Herbert A. Friedman and Franklin Prosser. "The United States PSYOP
Organization in Europe During World War II," Psywarrior.com, November
19, 2003. http://www.psywarrior.com/PSYOPOrgWW2.html
Kennedy Hickman. "World War II: General Dwight D. Eisenhower - A
Military Profile," AboutEducation, About.com.

http://militaryhistory.about.com/od/WorldWarIILeaders/p/World-War-Ii-GeneralDwight-D-Eisenhower-A-Military-Profile.htm

John F. Kennedy. "JFK Secret Societies Speech (full version)," uploaded by
MrMnmn911, October 24, 2012. http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zdMbmdFOvTs

John F. Kennedy. “President John F. Kennedy Secret Society Speech,
Version 2,” uploaded by matheis, July 30, 2007.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhZk8ronces

United States Air Force. "Influence Operations," Cyberspace and
Information Operations Study Center, The Air University.
http://www.au.af.mil/info-ops/influence.htm

----- "Psychological Warfare/PSYOP Articles and Documents," Psywar.org,
April 17, 2014. http://www.psywar.org/articles.php
----- "Why We Fight 1: Prelude to War," FilmAffinity.com.
http://www.filmaffinity.com/en/film234390.html
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Psychopathology
“How can they do these things, don’t they feel any guilt?”
This classic question is asked about those engaged in planned
and organized wrong doing against others. It is answered by
explaining the personality disorder that allows members of
ruthless organized crime syndicates and other terrorist
organizations to deny any feelings of regret or remorse for
causing suffering to others. A psychopath is someone who
engages in prolonged and repetitive abusive behavior toward
others (in general or against a subset of the population) while
feeling no regret, remorse, or guilt about the violence, abuse,
theft, or other violations, and without fear of consequence.
Some psychologists explain that some government leaders,
doctors, scientists, lawyers, and business leaders may be
considered psychopaths. While of course not all in these
professions are psychopaths, the point is that any place where
room exists for abuse of power, a psychopath might be found.
Examples of "common psychopaths" would be serial rapists,
murderers, pedophiles, arsonists, and various other abusives
who who do not have political agenda to control and exploit
thousands or millions of people attached to their behaviors.
Other examples of common psychopaths include lawyers and
doctors who abuse by losing cases on purpose, providing
wrong diagnosis, denying proper medicine or remedy, and
committing other forms of malpractice or negligence in order
to receive power gratification over others. The ill actions can
be consciously purposeful or can be driven by subconscious
motivations of misplaced anger related to feelings of inefficacy
and the need for power gratification to offset that feeling and
its related anger.
13
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Common or simple psychopaths can and do have tragic
impact on the lives of their victims, a limited number of
people. A political psychopath who organizes, rises to power,
and takes action in coordination with other political
psychopaths may affect thousands on a local level or millions
on national and international levels. Adolph Hitler is the
classic example but clearly not history's only one of a political
psychopath who possessed intellectual and charismatic ability
to not only organize (or take charge of) an extremely large
collective of fellow psychopaths under his leadership, but to
also successfully invite and train thousands of others in a
program of psychopathology.
Violence or other ill actions of psychopaths may appear to
be spontaneous, but this is illusion. A psychopath will respond
to unexpected opportunity, but also spends a good deal of time
plotting in wrongdoing. Psychopaths also engage in repetitive
negative thoughts of others to affirm a false justification for a
right to violate others. Their deviant behavior is often hidden.
This allows the projection of an image to family, friends, coworkers, and sometimes a more general public, that is far from
truth. When finally charged for repetitive acts of murder,
rape, assault, extortion, arson, theft, racketeering, criminally
negligent malpractice or other crimes, their spouses, children,
parents, neighbors, friends and coworkers are shocked to
discover the secret life of someone they thought they knew
well. Ability to commit crimes hidden to others is key in
development of psychopathology.
How Psychopathology Develops
Psychopathology is learned behavior. It is neither genetic
nor biological except to the extent that some neurological
14
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disorders may pre-disposition some people to have repetitive
negative thoughts toward others and/or to lack impulse
control. Most common and political psychopaths do not
appear to have such conditions. Psychopathology is a
personality disorder that develops over time, usually but not
always beginning in childhood. Development starts when a
child violates another person in some manner with result of a
power gratification that is felt as an emotional positive. The
violation goes unpunished by parents, teachers, or other
responsible elders either because the act is hidden, a lie is told
to deny responsibility and adults believe the lie, adults are
teaching or role modeling the behavior themselves, or adults
know of the behavior but fail to discipline the child. In some
cases, punishment does occur but negative consequences are
not severe enough to cancel the emotional satisfaction gained
from the action and so no effective deterrent against repeating
the behavior or similar behaviors has occurred.
As the child grows and matures, he or she may develop a
system of patterned lies, denials, and hidden actions never
effectively punished. Both the ill behavior and the habit of
lies, denials, and schemes to hide or cover-up the behavior
become ingrained patterned routine naturalized aspects of the
person’s personality and interaction with others. This is then
carried into adulthood where habitual deception can be used
to carry out other and increasingly severe deviant behaviors.
Adult Onset and Crime Syndicates
Adults who did not develop psychopathic tendencies in
childhood can still develop the disorder. This can occur for
example when someone in a position of authority develops a
habit that begins with small abuses of power but grows into
15
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larger and larger abuses over time. While this can occur in
isolation, likelihood of adult development of psychopathology
increases and the speed of its development accelerates if it is
encouraged by coworkers, family, or friends, if the person is
given financial or other personal reward, and if the person
experiences positive-emotional bonding with others who are
encouraging the wrongful behavior. Happiness and joy of this
bonding cancels any feelings of remorse and also provides a
false sense of having safety in numbers. This is what occurs
when non-psychopaths are initiated into crime syndicates
comprised of psychopaths already banded together to carryout crime and mutually support one another in deepening and
strengthening of their psychopathology. Surrounded by such
influence, the non-psychopath can develop into a psychopath.
The Power Reward
The key that allows for either childhood or adult onset of
psychopathology is that emotional gratification achieved from
wrongful action is stronger than negative emotion produced
by punishment or feelings of guilt, and that this happens on a
re-occurring basis. Psychopaths are greatly aided in putting
aside feelings of guilt by a naturally-occurring physiological
gratification (a literal biological brain chemistry “power rush”)
from the successful exercise (or effective use) of personal
power. Scientific identification and understanding of the brain
chemical response to the use of power is greatly lacking. In
exploring the phenomenon of a “sense of agency” (the feeling
of successfully exercising power), one group of researchers
found increased heart rate and changes in skin conductance
are not a physiological response of the exercise of power,
however, the tasks assigned to subjects may not have been
16
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significant enough to stimulate a power rush that is felt by
greater exercises of power. That may also not be the proper
way to measure for the brain chemical response to effective
exercise of power. There may not be a change in heart rate or
skin conductance that accompanies the brain chemical
response - do heart rate and skin conductance change every
time we have a positive emotion? The truth of a physiological
response to the exercise of power is not negated by studies
that did not properly measure a physiological gratification
related to the sense of agency. In neuroscience, psychology,
and other behavioral sciences, power-lust fueled by a
physiological gratification from the exercise of power remains
a vastly under-studied motivation and determinant of human
behavior.
Related Personality Disorders
Passive Aggressive – This personality type hides anger and
cruelty behind smiles and illusions of friendliness, courtesy,
and helpfulness. Also based on programmed learned behavior,
and essential to psychopaths, passive-aggressiveness is also
excessively common among the general population that is not
classifiable as psychopaths. Passive-aggressive acts routinely
sabotage friendships and marriages as well as parent-child,
coworker, and business-customer relationships. Passiveaggressiveness results from unsuccessful attempt to repress
(rather than resolve) anger so that unresolved feelings of anger
and powerlessness in the subconscious permeate onto actions.
Targets of the actions are often not the sources of the anger.
Passive-aggressiveness manifests in subtle actions that
appear to be offered with sincere intention of goodness. When
they produce the opposite of the stated good intention, this
17
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appears on the surface to be accidental or coincidental. The
actions are eventually identifiable as passive aggressive
because they are repetitive and frequent enough that a person
would have to put forth effort to keep making the same illfated actions or class of actions again and again. Types of
passive aggressive behavior include insults hidden inside
compliments, work habitually left unfinished or completed
late, “accidental” goof-ups so others must redo work, brokenpromises or neglect to meet responsibilities and keep
agreements, favors not requested that produce outcomes
opposite of their claimed intent, and other manipulative
behavior hidden inside appearance of friendliness, teamwork,
affection, or helpfulness. Passive-aggressive actions
manipulate situations to a person's control, allowing the
person to cause pain and duress to others without physical
violence or outward display of anger. It allows the person to
deny both anger and wrongful intent. Like other personality
disorders, the actions are not exceptions caused by new or
extraordinary circumstances but are routine repetitive aspects
of a person's behavior pattern. Passive aggressiveness is used
routinely to affect balance of power in personal relationships.
Rewards of passive-aggressive behavior are typically not
financial nor material in any immediate form. The most
common reward of passive aggressive behavior is also the
reward that drives the illness of psychopathology – an
immensely satisfying feeling of power. Passive-aggressive
behaviors are done even if the behavior produces no other
tangible, financial, or material reward or potential reward.
Habitual (Pathological) Liars – To keep deviant behavior
hidden, psychopaths are by default habitual liars, though not
all habitual liars are psychopaths (there is a type of habitual
18
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liar who makes up tales that are harmless and sometimes
amusing despite that they are blatant lies). Psychopaths must
lie habitually to commit and coverup violations of others, but
psychopaths will also often lie in situations where nothing is
gained by doing so, demonstrating the programmed nature of
their behavior in contrast to decisions made by reasoned
thought during a situation.
Self-destructors – Some psychopaths will turn repetitive
physical and psychological violence on themselves. Examples
of this include cutters/self-mutilators, alcoholics, drug addicts,
habitual gamblers, over-spenders (shopping addicts), and
others who engage in repetitive self-destructive actions. A
person does not have to be a psychopath to have any of these
disorders (they are not about seeking power over others), but
some psychopaths also turn their illness against themselves in
response to their repressed feelings of regret, guilt, and shame
- in other words, in response to repressed anger at themselves
for their ill behavior. Other personality disorders may overlap
with psychopathic behaviors.
References:
N. David, A. Stenzel, T.R. Schneider, and A.K. Engel. “The feeling of
agency: empirical indicators for a pre-reflective level of action awareness,”
Footnotes in Psychology. July 6, 2011, 2:149.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21779268

Rick Nauert. “A better definition of 'Psychopath.'” PsychCentral.com.
http://psychcentral.com/news/2006/07/03/improving-the-definition-of%E2%80%98psychopath%E2%80%99/64.html
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Secret Combinations
"Did they not know that God knows their secret
and what they conspire together, and that God
knows the things unseen?" (Qur'an 9:78; A.J.
Arberry translation)
"And in that way have We set up in every township as leaders its most prominent criminals so
that they scheme (against the believers). But they
scheme only against their own selves – and they
do not perceive it." (6:123; Ali Ünal)
"Those who commit crimes used to laugh at those
who believe." (83:29; T.B. Irving)
"And when they passed by them, they would
wink at one another." (83:30; Laleh Bakhtiar)
"They will never help you against Allah in the
least. The wrongdoers are friends to one another,
and Allah is the friend of the God-fearing."
(45:19; Muhammad Taqi Usmani)
"This is an illumination for mankind, and guidance,
and mercy for people who believe with certainty."
(45:20; Talal Itani)
"Nay! those who disbelieve are in self-exaltation
and opposition." (38:2, Mohammad Habib Shakir)
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"Secret counsels are only the work of Satan that he
may cause to grief to those who believe, and he
cannot hurt them in the least except with Allah´s
permission, and on Allah let the believers rely."
(58:10; Hamid S. Aziz)
"And there are also secret combinations, even as
in times of old, according to the combinations of
the devil, for he is the founder of all these things;
yea, the founder of murder, and works of darkness;
yea, and he leadeth them by the neck with a flaxen
cord, until he bindeth them with his strong cords
forever." (Book of Mormon, 2 Nephi 26:22)
"And it shall come in a day when the blood of
saints shall cry unto the Lord, because of secret
combinations and the works of darkness."
(Mormon 8:27)
"And it came to pass that they formed a secret
combination, even as they of old; which combination is most abominable and wicked above all,
in the sight of God;" (Ether 8:18)
"Now the brother of Shared, whose name was
Gilead, also received great strength to his army,
because of secret combinations. (Ether 14:8)
Through control of economies, mass media, militaries,
police, courts, churches, and schools, they have redefined
both childhood and parenting to produce a population of self22
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absorbed individuals with unrealistic expectations of work and
reward; destroyed marriage and the centrality of the family;
corrupted justice; perverted dignity; sent untold numbers of
innocents to prison; decimated the concepts of civil and
human rights; produced mass unemployment, bouts of
starvation, and anti-nutritious foodstuffs that cannot sustain
life; convinced millions that religion and patriotism justify
hatred and slaughter of foreign populations; perpetuated
holocausts; and empowered a criminal class of murderous
psychopathic liars hiding their true nature behind wealth,
prestige, gated communities, happy faces, fun, luxury, leisure,
illegitimate leadership, false accomplishments, phony
credentials, and unearned immunity from investigation and
prosecution.
Domestic police departments are key combat units of their
military who ensure the system of injustice by breaking bones
and breaking lives. Lawyers and judges are high-ranking
officers in their militaries of oppression. They excuse away
police crimes while assisting the police in framing effective
leaders of political dissent for crimes they did not commit, or
any random citizen who will suffice to be framed for crimes
the police themselves have done, most notably child and adult
abductions, rapes, and murders. Their mass media delivers life
instructions to viewers, listeners, readers, and surfers. Their
militaries - the ones that invade foreign countries and the
ones under the disguise of "law enforcement" that wage war
against citizens within their own nations - force populations
to accept the programming.
"And our spirits must have become like unto
him, and we become devils, angels to a devil, to
23
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be shut out from the presence of our God, and to
remain with the father of lies, in misery, like
unto himself; yea, to that being who beguiled our
first parents, who transformeth himself nigh unto
an angel of light, and stirreth up the children of
men unto secret combinations of murder and all
manner of secret works of darkness. (Book of
Mormon, 2 Nephi 9:9)
"And it came to pass on the other hand, that the
Nephites did build them up and support them,
beginning at the more wicked part of them, until
they had overspread all the land of the Nephites,
and had seduced the more part of the righteous
until they had come down to believe in their
works and partake of their spoils, and to join
with them in their secret murders and combinations." (Helaman 6:38)
"And the regulations of the government were
destroyed, because of the secret combination of
the friends and kindreds of those who murdered
the prophets." (3 Nephi 7:6)
References:
A.J. Arberry, translator. The Koran Interpreted. New York: Macmillan,
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Hamid S. Aziz, translator. Qur'an. Date and publisher information not
available. http://www.bangladesh2000.com/quran/ebook/English-Hamid-S.Aziz.htm
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The Illuminati Mafia
The Illuminati mafia is a comprehensive quasi-Satanist cult
whose operatives have infiltrated the highest levels of political
and economic power in America, Europe, and throughout the
world. While many people find the existence of a centuriesold (generation to generation) worldwide organized crime
syndicate hard to believe, the evidence of its existence now
and through time is overwhelming despite that information
about the Illuminati can be difficult to acquire due to the
secret nature of the organization. However, researchers and
activists have been aided by infiltrators loyal to the cause of
exposing the organization, some leaders who purposefully
routinely betray the organization (see "Dual Roles of the AntiChrist" chapter), and some once loyal to the organization who
have repented and now act as informants to gather and
distribute information to others while pretending to still be
loyal. In some cases, researchers and activists have gained
information and insight from personal experience as targeted
victims of persecution by organized crime operatives.
Volumes of books and documentary videos about the
Illuminati have been produced by other scholars, activists,
journalists, and educators. This book presents only summary
information. For those who want more detailed information
on Illuminati history, culture, beliefs, rituals, structure, and
membership, the reference section includes referral to some
more detailed works by other authors though many more
could be cited. A word of caution is given that along with
useful accurate information, many of these documents also
present bits and pieces of misinformation about the Illuminati
mafia (for example, wrongly tracing its roots to a Bavarian
27
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organization that formed and disbanded in 1776). Some also
tend to have a sensationalist focus on the Satanist cult aspect
of the organization that is not well explained while not using
the term "organized crime."
In general (and with exceptions), documents presented
from academic research perspectives tend to be more factual
than speculative and tend to focus more on the Illuminati role
in controlling political dialogue, political systems, and the
economy, creating and promoting programs of racism, caste,
and genocide, and in engineering wars, other disasters,
sectarian conflicts, and gossip and scandal distractions from
political dialogue rather than focusing on cult rituals. The
Illuminati are too often spoken of in sensationalist context as a
Satanist cult and are not spoken of often enough in politicaleconomic context as an organized crime syndicate.
Though some of his belief and theory may be esoteric
(knowledge understood only be a select few) and eccentric
(out of the ordinary), British scholar and activist David Icke
presents some of the best comprehensive information to
understand how the Illuminati manipulate us through many
forms of psychological warfare within the mass media.
American independent journalist-activist Alex Jones has done
some of the best contemporary investigation and collection of
specific detailed information related to the Illuminati's control
of politics, the economy, and information. Both Icke and Jones
have cultivated a number of high-level informants over the
years. Jones has developed a team of journalists who carefully
read government action and statement for evidence of
corruption and to identify what plans and policies are being
formulated and implemented through government authority
and use of public funds.
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Puppets and Puppet Masters
Some observers understand the Illuminati to be only a
subset of the much larger organized crime syndicate under
Illuminati control. They are the elite group at the top of a
larger elitist organization that seeks to illegitimately control
all other humans for benefits to them of power gratification,
social status (even if only among none but other illuminates),
and the luxuries of wealth. In that definition, Illuminati refers
to the most powerful and wealthy members of a mega crime
organization that exists through a matrix of smaller crime
organizations that have independent operations but also work
together toward common goals, similar to how labor union
locals have independent operations yet also work for goals of a
larger parent organization.
Another understanding of Illuminati refers not only to the
elite group of individuals at the top of the power structure of
the organized crime matrix, but also to the entire membership
and any affiliated operatives of all of the smaller crime
syndicates that serve as local arms of the larger organization.
In this larger definition, the Illuminati are not just a few
dozen or even a few hundred or few thousand of the most
powerful and wealthy individuals and families in the world,
but are also all operatives of a conglomeration of crime
syndicates controlling political and economic systems at all
levels of society (city, county, state, prefecture, province,
national, and international) throughout most of the world.
The Kennedy and Eisenhower warnings tell us who and
what the Illuminati are in most basic terms – a cult, a secret
society, with plans to take over American government to
destroy our way of life and institute great tyranny in America
and throughout the world. A "monolithic conspiracy," they
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organize at local, regional, national, and international levels.
Again, much like labor unions, the foundation or base of the
crime syndicate exists in organizations with independent local
memberships and operations that also work for coordinated
national and international goals. The Illuminati even employ
local numbers similar to labor unions, the most famous being
the 322 assigned to the Illuminati local “Skull and Bones” club
at Yale University.
The most frightening aspect of the Illuminati is that they
are not an insignificant Satanist cult nor a small number of
wayward people without power following a false prophet.
Illuminati puppets controlled by super wealthy puppet
masters are in control of our governments at local, regional,
national, and international levels. In the American context at
the national level, they are recognized as people such as
Henry Kissinger, Donald Rumsfeld, Karl Rove, Dick Cheney,
George H.W. Bush, Bill Clinton, Hilary Clinton, John Kerry,
Barack Obama, Lyndon Johnson, Richard Nixon, Harry
Truman, and other past presidents and many of their cabinet
members and appointees, Supreme Court justices, department
heads and directors of various federal agencies, and numerous
members of Congress. They are recognized as the people
through the decades and to this day who conspire to deliver
domestic and foreign economic, political, social, ecological,
and military policy that serves the interests of a wealthy elite
rather than the interests of justice, livelihood, liberty, health,
and overall well-being of the common citizen.
The Illuminati puppet masters – wealthy individuals and
families often operating behind mega-corporations they
control - control the corrupt government officials through
various forms of bribery: providing the greater amount of
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funding for their campaigns, providing income (some hidden,
some not) in addition to their public salaries, and providing
leisurely and lucrative employment positions once no longer
in office. While the puppets are in office, the puppet masters
dictate their behavior, determining for example not just how
the officials will vote on legislation, but even what legislation
will be allowed to considered versus what will be suppressed
and never presented to the full legislature and the public as
viable options.
This is organized crime as insurrection: high-ranking
government officials and their staff members are being paid
unreported income in secret by extremely wealthy people in
order to control legislation and policy. At the highest levels,
these crimes to suppress the democratic process become
crimes against humanity as militaries, police, and other
government agencies are misused to kill, kidnap, falsely
imprison, displace, and dispossess people of their homes and
land holdings and other resources that are then put under
ownership and control of the already super- or über-wealthy.
The Illuminati are in the military, holding many medium
and high-ranking officer positions. They are in intelligence
agencies, law enforcement, and other investigative and
regulatory bodies - in American context, within the Central
Intelligence Agency, National Security Agency, Department
of Homeland Security, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement Agency, Border
Patrol, U.S. Customs Service, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Firearms, Transportation Safety Administration, Federal
Aviation Authority, Food and Drug Administration, Centers
for Disease Control, Department of Energy, Department of
Ecology, Department of Housing and Urban Development,
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Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the larger Department of the
Interior, among other agencies. Most of these agencies have
charters for legitimate work for our nation, but their policies
and programs are routinely co-opted to serve wealthy
criminals instead of the common good.
The Illuminati established and maintain control of the
International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the World
Trade Organization, the Tri-Lateral Commission, the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization, the United Nations (but not
necessarily all U.N. Delegates, employees, or programs), the
United Nations Security Council, the Council on Foreign
Relations, and many other ultra-powerful economic and
policy-influencing or determining institutions, whether
governmental, quasi-governmental, or even to include private
associations such as “the Bilderberg group,” a collection of
some of the world's most powerful and influential political (in
and outside of government) and economic figures who meet
once a year to discuss certain political and economic goals
they for some cause have in common. The Illuminati
established and control the privately-owned Federal Reserve
Bank in the United States that controls much of the world's
economy via manipulation of the American economy.
The Illuminati are also sometimes called “the international
Zionist conspiracy,” an unfortunate label that disparages the
Bible and Book of Mormon concept of Zion. The term is used
because of the enormous influence Illuminati acting under the
guise of “the pro-Israeli lobby” exert over politicians and
governments, particularly of the United States and western
Europe, and for how much foreign policy of these nations
appears to be designed to protect the interests and expansion
of the modern nation-state called Israel against the interests
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and territory of Palestinians who are the remnant descendants
of the true Israelis led out of Egypt by Moses. This expansion
also has already and appears to ultimately intend to intrude
upon the territory of Israel's predominantly Muslim neighbors
in North Africa, Arabia, and the Middle East where a large
percentage of the world's known and accessible crude oil
reserves are located. “New World Order” is a phrase used
routinely by Illuminati operatives as code for development of
a dictatorial world government under their control, ostensibly
with its headquarters in Jerusalem. Illuminati may misuse and
corrupt the concept of Zion in their schemes and plots, but
the true concept of Zion has no connection to the Illuminati
mafia but is the kingdom of God to be setup on the earth
during the Elijah era (Book of Mormon, 2 Nephi 26:29-32) to
occur after the Illuminati fall from power.
Illuminati are the ineffectual elected leaders of democracies
chosen through media manipulation of the public and election
fraud and theft, dictators in non-democratic nations, private
bankers, CEOs, corporate boards, and top stock holders of
multi-national corporations, policy makers, business leaders,
think-tank and other policy analysts and media pundits, some
journalists, intelligence agents, military commanders, and
more. They are elitists, criminals, psychopaths, and excellent
actors in the highest positions of power and influence all over
the world. They are the people who get rich by making others
poor, either by direct intake of legitimate and illegitimatelygained profits or by various forms of payouts (for example,
bribes, business contracts, and rigged gambling wins) from
others wealthier and higher in the Illuminati power structure.
They are the people who kill to be wealthy and those who kill
to be paid by the wealthy.
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The Pill of Truth
If the government and corporate media were able to keep
control of information, it might take many more years for the
9/11 truth movement to accomplish what it has accomplished
in less than 15 years after the terrorism strikes of September
11, 2001. The 9/11 truth movement is a perpetually-growing
activist movement begun by family and coworkers of those
murdered in the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Largely locked out and
ignored by the corporate news media, it has relied upon the
commitment of its membership, grassroots word-of-mouth
politics, and the Internet for its organization and growth.
Various scholars, scientists, activists and organizations in the
movement challenge the American government and corporate
media explanation of what happened on 9/11/01 by pointing
to various bits of evidence that do not fit that explanation (see
the "Conspiracy" chapter). While this challenge to the
government's story carries an implicit questioning of who was
responsible for the terrorism that day, some remain publicly
conservative in accusations of conspiracy, asking only that a
new investigation be done to truthfully explain how the
World Trade Center towers and Building 7 were brought
down on 9/11. They take this conservative position knowing
that a truthful investigation will uncover many clues to
identify the true culprits. Some others are not as conservative
but openly point to various pieces of evidence that already
identifies members of the American government, military,
mass media, and economic elite among the true culprits.
One of many 9/11 truth websites, The911Hoax.us draws
together various bits of information that together document
an unfathomable act of murderous treason carried out by
conspirators that include dozens of Americans. They planned,
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carried out, and have unsuccessfully tried to conceal their
responsibility for acts of terrorism that they blamed on others
(what is called “false-flag terrorism”) not to drum up public
support for just one war, but for what they hope will be a
string of wars for total worldwide economic domination and
enslavement under their insatiable lust for power and wealth.
The evidence presented through a number of linked video
documents suggests a security firm partly owned by Jeb Bush brother and son of former presidents (his father also once
director of the CIA) - and under contract to provide security
for the World Trade Center was responsible for a lapse in
security in which security personnel, construction workers,
and/or others placed demolition charges and nano-thermite
throughout the three World Trade Center buildings that were
then destroyed in controlled demolitions with a great loss of
life on September 11, 2001. By visual inspection, forensic
evidence, circumstantial evidence, and witness testimony, the
destruction appears to have been by preplanned controlled
demolitions rather than collapses due to fire of burning jet
fuel, office furniture, and building materials that do not reach
temperatures hot enough to melt the thick metal beams used
as the structural supports to hold up tall buildings.
The 9/11 Hoax is bolstered by TheBinLadenHoax.us which
presents a much briefer, though just as shocking argument supported by compelling visual evidence - that Barack
Hussein Obama is not only a politician, but also an actor who
played the role of Osama bin Laden in propaganda films
produced and released by an Illuminati-controlled American
government both before and during the first few years of his
presidency. This shocking evidence in turn is evidence that
members of both major political parties in the United States
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were involved in the 9/11 terrorism and cover-up and that
Obama was hand-picked by the Illuminati to be the next
president after George W. Bush. The site also implicitly
discloses at least one reason the U.S. government faked the
death of bin Laden: so that Obama would not be called upon
again to set aside presidential duties to make time to star in
propaganda films to lie to and fool the American public. The
combined evidence linked or presented on both sites suggests
the conspirators behind 9/11 are part of a long-standing elite
criminal organization that has followed the control of one
presidential administration with the control of another.
"The 9/11 Hoax" narrative corrects this author's own prior
acceptance of numerous lies told by government, mass media,
and some scholars not only about who was responsible for the
terrorism of 9/11 and several previous acts of terrorism around
the world, but also about scientific facts of 9/11. Learning the
information presented in "The 9/11 Hoax" and "The Bin Laden
Hoax" is important foundation for understanding further
discussion of the Illuminati mafia in this book. It is akin to
taking the red pill in the fictional movie, The Matrix. When
Neo, the hero-to-be, takes the pill, like others before him he is
given the cure for the illness of believing a false reality. After
discovering the truth of his enslavement to a group of tyrants
who deny humans any purpose in life except to serve them, he
then works with those who rescued him from the false reality
to liberate the rest of humanity.
When an American citizen learns and accepts reality that
jihadist Muslim terrorists did not commit the September 11,
2001 terrorist attacks, but that members of the American
government, military, and intelligence agencies working on
behalf of a gang of wealth-mongering criminals planned and
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carried out the attacks and coverup of their responsibility, the
citizen painfully leaves behind a false perception of reality. It
is not just the official story of 9/11 that comes into question,
but suddenly everything government says and does raises
doubt, suspicion, and alarm. Mass media is questioned on its
motives and intentions. Corporate executives, oil tycoons, and
bankers are seen in a new light. Spurred to education and
activism, the citizen scrutinizes, questions, researches, and
seeks. In doing so, the citizen uncovers the information that
provides the realization that nearly everything he believed
about how the world works is a lie and that a group of wealthmongering tyrants has him and the rest of humanity ensnared
in a web of deception.
The Masonic Connection
Before the conspirators came to be commonly known as
the Illuminati, rumors and research about the Freemasons (or
Masons, a fraternal order ostensibly originating in the United
Kingdom about 600 years ago but with locals now across
North America and Europe) speaks of people involved in
strange cult rituals and conspiracies to control economics and
politics in their communities and at larger levels. The Masons
allegedly serve as a key front organization the Illuminati uses
in organizing comprehensive local crime syndicates to secretly
rule communities and governments. Masons often claim to be
Christians and Jews but are long-rumored to be Satanists who
partake in cult rituals and offer prayer to wooden owl statues.
The Masons have come under public scrutiny before in
American and European history, at one point being falsely
blamed for instigating the French revolution. In History of
Bigotry in the United States, Gustavus Myers reported from
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his research that membership of the French lodges prior to the
revolution was composed of “beneficiaries of the older order,”
described as “nobles, officials, rich men,” and priests and that
many of them left France during the revolution.
Myers also wrote about the persecution and disappearance
of William Morgan in New York state in 1826 after Morgan
wrote a book and began giving lectures about the Masons.
While the Governor, a Mason himself, was offering reward for
those who had abducted and apparently murdered Morgan,
local newspapers across the state were filled with speculation
and accusation against the Masons, resulting in public concern
against them. The fervor over Morgan's disappearance was
bolstered by Lebbeus Armstrong, a Presbyterian minister who
was expelled by the Masons and then published a pamphlet
against them in which he said he was convinced “the whole
system of Masonry belongs to the power of darkness,” that the
goal of Masonry was to “subvert the moral government of
God,” that Masonry would be “incontestably proved to be the
Man of Sin” [“the man of lawlessness”], and that the prophecy
of their overthrow “predicted by St. Paul” was underway. His
outburst against the Masons after his expulsion is evidence
that some Masons do not know their lodges are connected to a
quasi-Satanist cult involved in organized crime in their towns
and around the world. At what point before his expulsion it
became known to Armstrong is unknown.
Other writings by other authors, including a monthly antiMason magazine, followed Armstrong's pamphlet, and antiMasonic citizen councils formed. By early 1829, the pressure
against them was enough that leading Masons in the west part
of New York state encouraged disbanding their chapters and
lodges. More weekly and monthly anti-Masonic periodicals
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appeared in New York and spread to neighboring and nearby
states. Eventually, an anti-Masonic political party came into
being and Mason lodges also began to disband in other states.
Myers noted that the anti-Masonic movement suddenly
and somewhat mysteriously vanished in the mid-1830s when
the Anti-Masons merged with the Whig party. However, he
did not suggest that the anti-Masons may have been infiltrated
by Masons who gained leadership as anti-Mason in order to
mislead to suppress the movement. Myers' historical account
also does not overtly suggest the anti-Masonic movement was
distilled by the Masons taking a low profile and in forming
another secret organization in 1852 – calling itself the Grand
Council of the United States of North America - as a front
organization for the Masons. Enough description is given,
however, that this can be discerned. The members of the new
organization became known to the public as “Know Nothings”
because their consistent answer to questions about the secret
organization they had joined was they knew nothing. By
1854, only two years after its formation, in one state alone
(Pennsylvania) the secret order of Know Nothings claimed
635 lodges with 110,000 members. Operating through the
American Party formed in 1854 and in the 1854 elections, the
Know Nothings won nine state governor positions, numerous
seats in state legislatures, eight spots in the United States
Senate, and 104 in the House of Representatives. Also drawing
attention away from the Masons was Know Nothing-led
persecution of Catholics, Irish Catholics in particular, in some
cases inciting riots and mob violence against Irish immigrants.
With the advent of the Civil War and the restructuring of
the American two-party political system, the Know Nothings
faded into history, but the Masons have not. Published in
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1943, Myers' book noted that in 1939, the United States had
15,518 Mason lodges with a membership of more than 2.4
million. As of 2012, the Masons claimed 1.5 million members
in the United States.
Outside the realm of Myers' book is mass media history.
Another reason the anti-Masonic movement dissipated and
disappeared from public view (an underground or subculture
anti-Masonic movement continued, resulting in still-surviving
and now thriving rumors, folklore, urban legends, books,
videos, and other research material) was an orchestrated
change in the character of newspapers. Cities and towns across
America once had a number of small competing publications
each with allegiance to one set of political ideas or another (or
to one political party or another). Politically-minded papers
began to disappear in the mid-1800s, bought out or run out of
business through both a lower purchase price and cheaper
advertising rates of the corporate chain newspapers that
replaced them and through which control of content came
under an increasingly smaller number of publishers. That
content also changed dramatically from promoting citizen
political involvement to promoting interest in sensationalistic
stories of urban crime and violence. The “penny press” still
railed against graft and corruption in rhetorical editorials but
without providing any leadership for action, much like today's
corporate mass media that has evolved from it.
Just as it would be wrong to assume the Masons are the
only Illuminati front organization, it would also be wrong to
assume that all members of Mason lodges or any other front
organizations are part of the Illuminati. Front organizations
are likely to have members who know nothing about a secret
group operating within their organizations nor that group's
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connections to organized crime at local or larger levels. Such
people are allowed, even invited, into front organizations for
specific reasons: for the secret group within the organization
to befriend enemies of organized crime to spy on them and to
lure them into indiscretion traps to face personal and public
ruin if they will not come under mafia control; to discover
through observation and tests over time additional people of
weak character to invite into organized crime operations; and
to use the ruse of trusted friendship for easier access to ways
to frame innocent people. Every Illuminati local may have
ready a number of Masons and/or members of other front
groups whom they will sacrifice - framing them - if and when
the public pressure and scrutiny of the organizations becomes
too great and they must perform a phoney purge of
undesirables and arrests must occur to appease the public.
In addition to forming numerous front organizations of
their own, the Illuminati also routinely infiltrate, co-opt, and
corrupt organizations formed by others, including once
vibrant opposition groups. Once effectively infiltrated so that
infiltrators rise to leadership positions such groups often then
evolve into apologists for injustice.
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Electoral College and Election Rigging
The Illuminati employ a number of tactics to control the
outcome of ostensibly democratic elections not only in the
United States but also in nations throughout the world. Due to
the wealth, strategic and economic allies, and the enormous
resources the United States can harness for action toward a
cause, the American presidency is considered the most
powerful political position in the world. This power of the
executive of the American government is vested not only in
ability to sign or veto legislation and to suggest legislation, but
also in being the nation's chief law enforcement officer, chief
military officer, and the only individual person in the world
who can simply over-ride anything in American law and
policy with an executive order. President Franklin D.
Roosevelt overrode civil and economic rights of more than
122,000 Japanese Americans (nearly 70,000 of whom held
American citizenship) living along the west coast of the
United States who were forced into relocation camps for the
duration of World War II by an executive order issued in
February 1942. Executive orders have been used by presidents
for many other reasons, but the Japanese American interment
demonstrates how far-reaching presidential power can be to
intrude upon the lives of ordinary people.
To fill this powerful position every four years, an enormous
amount of money, labor, and other resources - including the
resource of public dialogue played out through the mass media
for resolving conflict and finding real solutions to problems
and concerns - is expended over a two-year or longer period
of electioneering and campaigning to win "the popular vote."
When election day arrives every four years, the television and
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now internet media present hours upon hours of continually
updated news coverage about the popular vote and how the
popular vote will determine the Electoral College votes that
actually decide the presidency. What is presented is a lie. By
the Constitution of the United States of America, the popular
vote has no legal bearing on how the Electoral College votes.
By the Constitution of the United States, the Electoral
College is mandated to be an extremely small group of people
whose selection is governed by whims of state legislatures.
The federal government itself tells us:
"Electors are often chosen to recognize service
and dedication to their political party. They may
be State-elected officials, party leaders, or persons
who have a personal or political affiliation with
the Presidential candidate." ("Who are the
Electors?," Federal Register)

The Electors choose the President and Vice President of
the United States through an internal election process that is
not bound to a popular vote, but even within the governmentpublished information about the Electoral College is misinformation that a popular vote determines the Electoral
College. The Electoral College is determined in each state by a
process of that state legislature's choosing. A state's laws may
or may not allow popular vote of members of the Electoral
College. The official government information does include
that even a popular vote of Electors does not bind the Electors
to follow a popular vote for choosing the president except in
"some states" where Electors are required by law to "cast their
votes according to the popular vote." Some other states have
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provisions that Electors must vote as they pledged to vote
when they were selected as Electors but those pledges are to
vote by their political party affiliation. The information
readily available in the Federal Register does not say how
many states require Electors to follow the popular vote but
from the information that is presented, it appears to be less
than 20 of 50 states plus the District of Columbia. The election
of the President of the United States of America is not an
exercise in popular democracy but is an exercise of deception
against the public to keep selection of the President of the
United States of America within the confines of an elite group
chosen through a whimsical process of the power elite.
After the presidential election in 2000, Americans and the
world observing witnessed the aftermath of an enormous
election-rigging operation that disenfranchised tens of
thousands of people (mostly but not exclusively African
Americans who by voting trends would have cast the majority
of their votes for Democratic candidate Al Gore ) in the state
of Florida so that a popular vote could be produced to match
how the Electoral College would vote in its election that
actually chooses the President. The evidence the Electoral
College, as well as most candidates and the corporate mass
media, is now and has historically been controlled by the
Illuminati is in the existence of the charade of the popular
vote allegedly determining how Electoral College votes are
cast. If the Electoral College were not controlled by Illuminati
mafia, this charade of a popular vote would not occur at all.
The false belief that the popular vote determines the Electoral
College vote is presented even within alternative mass media
and by well-known dissident voices.
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Of course controlling the office of President is not the only
electoral goal of the Illuminati mafia. The documentary
American Blackout, which examines the voting fraud of the
Florida election in 2000 also documents how Illuminati
puppets orchestrated a targeted removal of a dissident member
of the United States Congress through manipulation of legal
voting and candidate election procedures. Voting fraud to
control positions at various levels of government has a
documented history within the United States. Election rigging
is carried out through a number of methods including now the
manipulation of electronic voting machines.
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Assassinations and MKULTRA
As can be expected, the Illuminati also sponsor political
assassinations in order to control government and the larger
political environment. Official stories are questioned and
conspiracy theories remain regarding the assassinations of
several political figures including American President John F.
Kennedy in 1963, his brother Robert in 1968, and his son John
F. Kennedy Jr. in 1999, as well as American civil rights leaders
Malcolm X in 1964 and Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968, the
Philippines' Benigno Aquino in 1983, Britain's Princess Diana
and Doty Fayed in 1997 (Diana was ostensibly about to make
public announcement of her engagement to Fayed, a wealthy
Muslim, and possibly also a pregnancy) in 1997, and four
members of Pakistan's Bhutto family in 1979, 1985, 1996, and
2007 among a number of other murders and alleged accidental
deaths. Many of these murders were carried out by paid
assassins, but some may have been carried out by assassins
both unwilling and unpaid.
Research on the Central Intelligence Agency's MKULTRA
mind-control program says the CIA began this heinous
experimentation on subjects in 1949. Though allegedly
stopped some years later, many believe the program never
ceased and still continues to operate under covert funding. It
is believed to be parent to affiliated projects meant to unleash
mass violence on the American public in an effort to convince
Americans to abdicate their 2nd Amendment gun-ownership
rights. Doing so would leave Americans defenseless against an
increasingly tyrannical government backed by Illuminatitrained and loyal police officers and soldiers or their robotic
replacements (in advanced development and near deployment
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stage) that will not question nor defy orders nor defect to
defend the citizenry unless hacking and tampering of their
computerized programming occurs.
The MKULTRA program involves use of psychotropic
drugs, hypnosis, physical and psychological abuse, and
repetitive messages both direct while under hypnosis and
direct, obscured, and subliminal at other times. The minds of
MKULTRA subjects are assaulted with immense negative
stress to break down moral barriers to violence and any selfdetermination-resistance to subconscious programming aimed
against the person while under hypnosis and at other times
through subliminal images, sound, and text. The minds of
subjects are programmed toward violence at either specific or
random targets through repeated messages of hate or some
other justification for why that person or people should be
killed. Subjects advanced far enough in the programming are
sent out armed while under hypnosis with instructions to find
and murder their targets. The program is believed to have
produced a number of assassins and would-be assassins,
including Izola Curry, an African American woman who
stabbed Martin Luther King Jr. in the chest at a book-signing
event in Harlem New York in September 1958.
MKULTRA subjects most likely also include Sirhan Sirhan
who is alleged to have fired the gunshots that killed Robert
Kennedy during Kennedy's run for president of the United
States in1968. Evidence indicates Sirhan did not fire the shots
that killed Kennedy but that a second gunman did. Sirhan
made statements in early years after the assassination about
his admiration for the man he is accused of killing, while also
denying that written statements suggesting killing Kennedy
were truly his and indicating that while he had memory of
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some events of that evening, he could not remember the
shooting. Speaking in a news interview years later, Sirhan
displayed a sense of humor (asking the news crew to strike a
comment he made about his gun and calling his day at the
firing range a good NRA get together), admitted he had some
type of mental issue at the time (that he was in a "disassociated
state"), denied his diary writings indicated will and intent to
kill Kennedy, still easily recalled specific details of his day and
evening the day of the shooting, and seemed reluctantly
convinced that he killed Kennedy though indicated he still
had no memory of the shooting. Sirhan recalled a witness to
the evening who reported seeing him in a dazed state with
"glassy eyes" as if he were sleeping.
An eyewitness to events following the assassination of
Malcolm X described in recollection years later the condition
of the alleged assassin who was assaulted by other people in
the crowd immediately after the shooting:
"He was running out, still had the gun in his
hand, and a bunch of people were kicking him
and knocking him 'til they finally knocked him
down. And they just, they were kicking him all
in the chest and face and everything. And as I
remember him, he looked like a zombie; his eyes
were bulging like he was either high on something
or he'd been hypnotized. I don't know what was
wrong with him but he just looked like a zombie.
He never let out a sound. And they were about to
kick his chest in. There was no outcry of pain or
anything. He looked like a robot." (Like It Is - The
Covert War Against Malcolm X)
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In more recent years, Jared Loughner, who shot and killed
a federal judge and a nine-year-old girl who happened to be
born on September 11, 2001 along with four other people
while trying to assassinate Arizona Congresswoman Gabrielle
Giffords in January 2011, made stressed statements online
before the shooting spree about government mind control and
denial of his civil rights in connection to mind control:
"I can't trust the current government because
of fabrications. The government is implying
mind control and brainwash on the people by
controlling grammar."
"I know who's listening: Government Officials,
and the People. Nearly all the people, who don't
know this accurate information of a new currency,
aren't aware of mind control and brainwash
methods. If I have my civil rights, then this
message wouldn't have happen."

Loughner was allegedly obsessed with hatred for Giffords,
yet he shot at least 20 other random people in the crowd
around Giffords which may indicate he was having trouble
locating and identifying his target. Is something in Giffords
politics a problem for her Illuminati colleagues in Congress?
Was she planning to speak out against them or defy them in
some other way? One observer notes an inexplicable delay in
the arrival of police and emergency medical treatment to the
shooting scene and suggests Giffords was not the only nor the
primary target of assassination but that John Roll, the federal
judge killed that day was.
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Some evidence exists that mind control experimentation
has been unleashed upon the general public in recent years.
The term "going postal" to mean a loss of emotional control to
the extent of rampage violence was introduced in the mid1980s when a string of rampage shootings by employees of the
United States Postal Service occurred. Since that time, a
number of mass shootings have occurred at K-12 schools,
college campuses, and other work places. It is difficult to
serious arguments that postal employees have more stressful
jobs than others and that even the boring nature of their jobs
would cause the rash of incidents involving them. Conspiracy
speculation would suggest exposure to sources of subliminal
programming at their work places as a possible explanation.
Students and teachers may also be subjected to sources of
subliminal programming as may employees and customers at
various work places. Coincidence that some shooters were
receiving mental health counseling suggests possible antisocial programming while under hypnosis.
A number of children drowned by their own mothers in
very recent years suggests possible experimentation targeted at
breaking the bonds of love and emotional attachment between
family members to induce family violence. This could be
further manipulated to induce violence by family members at
political dissidents or by the dissidents against their families.
News stories about more than one of the drowning incidents
carry overt or implicit suggestions of possible subliminal
and/or hypnosis programming to induce this violence:
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Mom says voices told her to drown children
Houston mom drowns three sons
Dallas mom attempts to drown children
St. Paul mom drowns daughter
California mom drowns son
Long Island mom drowns children
Mom tries to drown her teenage children
Florida mom tries to drown son
Air Force mom tries to drown child
Oregon mom drowns daughter, teenager helps
Australian mom drowns daughter
Florida mom drowns baby
Mom drugs then drowns teenagers
Alberta mom drowns two sons
Davis mom drowns child
Wealthy mom drowns child
Anchorage mom tries to drown daughter
Cincinnati mom tries to drown child
Alabama mom drowns eight-year-old son
Winnipeg mom suspect in children's drowning
Mom attempts to drown children in Daytona
British mom drowns daughter
Edmonton mom drowns son
These stories and others not included contain similarities:
most of the children were drowned in bathtubs, many of the
mothers themselves called law enforcement authorities, and
most of the women readily admitted to killing their children.
All of these killings and attempted killings may have been
induced by current and ongoing government experimentation
aimed at altering individual's mental processing to implant
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foreign ideas and influence action. As civil libertarians warned
would occur, alleged concern over Islamic extremism is being
used as excuse to secure public funding for these programs in
which attempt is made to hide their true nature and agenda
behind propaganda and lies against Muslims and others.
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Direct, Obscured, Subliminal
As their name implies, direct messages are direct and overt
in nature. “Vote for Me” is a direct message. It contains no
hidden or alternate meanings and conveys nothing more than
a direct action the candidate wants citizens to undertake. This
type of message holds no manipulative or hypnotic power.
However, direct messages can be and often are crafted to
manipulate the audience on conscious and subconscious
levels. For one of many examples, beer advertisements during
televised sporting events that feature average-looking and not
particularly athletic men laughing and smiling while drinking
beer and while surrounded by scantily-clad beautiful women
who seem to adore them deliver conscious and subconscious
messages. The direct conscious-level manipulative message is,
“drinking our beer helps you have fun and appear manly in
the eyes of women.” A subconscious message might be
“beautiful women love men who have fun by spending their
income on sports and alcohol with their friends.”
Subconscious impact of these types of advertisements is an
association in the mind of the male sports viewer of sports
with sex and alcohol. This can increase testosterone and
adrenalin production in male sports fans when viewing their
favorite sports or engaged in other fan activity (participating
in fantasy sports leagues or reading news sports stories, for
examples). This in turn increases the likelihood of both male
aggression and sexual transgressions at the same time the
subconscious is directing these males to consume alcohol to
satisfy a false subconscious belief that this will help them in
the pursuit of women. Images of nearly-naked cheerleaders
prancing around the sidelines during college and professional
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sporting contests reinforces the sports-sex-alcohol triad. The
ads and under-dressed cheerleaders affect not only the adult
male mind, but train the minds of young males to associate
sports with sex and alcohol and train both males and females
in the objectification of women. Young male viewers are
trained to expect females to dress and behave as the sideline
cheerleaders do, while young female viewers are trained to
accept and participate in their own objectification through
copying the dress and behavior.
By association of alcohol with sex and sports, it is linked in
the subconscious mind to two primal drives of the male id that
are both fueled by testosterone and adrenaline production.
Through this direct-message training while growing up as
sports fans, male minds come to falsely believe on at least a
subconscious level that the body's biological needs for
physical activity in general and for sexual activity specifically
can be satisfied through alcohol consumption. This also
increases the likelihood of sexual transgressions by males
while intoxicated. As well, many relationships and families
are ruined before some men come to realize alcohol is not
their friend and cannot satisfy their primal needs for physical
and sexual activity nor does it assist in satisfying the primal
need of belonging to a properly-functioning family unit.
Obscured messages are those that are not immediately
visible in an image or within text but can be found upon more
careful inspection. For example, the Muslim Brother flag of a
clinched white fist super-imposed on a black banner at first
glance appears to only communicate the general idea of
“power” to change the circumstances of society for the better
for whatever group the fist is being held up to represent. On
closer inspection, however, two obscured messages emerge.
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“The Fist of Christ” message is found in seeing the dark parts
of the wrist and arm as a nail hole in Christ's wrist and seeing
either blood or the ripping of his skin and flesh extending
slightly up his forearm in one direction and to the center of
his palm in the other direction.
The second obscured message is the “March of the Devils”
image. The image is not the Devil himself, but one link from a
chain of his followers. Depicted is a human soul yolked by
some type of horned covering over his head and face that
attaches to a heavy chain that pulls his face toward the ground
so that he must walk with his legs extended apart in an
awkward position to keep his balance as his feet shuffle
forward as he is pulled along by the chain. The chain in front
of him extends to another soul along the chain. His arms are
pulled back and bound behind him in a straight-jacket-type
garment which is also attached to a chain in the rear that has a
weight upon it so that he must drag the weight as he moves
along. After the weight, the chain extends to the next soul
behind him. This is a depiction of the march into hell on
Judgment Day: “they . . . will have iron chains tying their
hands to their necks” (13:5; Shakir translation), be bound
together in fetters, (14:49, Pickthall translation), and forced to
march in a chain, sent into a blazing fire, and with nothing to
eat but “the filth from washing of wounds” (69:25-37).
In text and speech, obscured messages occur by use of
language in a type of secret code so that ideas are suggested
that are not directly related to the surface-level discussion. In
everyday language this is called “reading between the lines.”
For example, a well-known American political or religious
leader wishing to give warning about an impending extraterrestrial attack upon earth without appearing to state overt
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belief in extra-terrestrials (in order to avoid over-hyped media
attacks that would follow such a statement) might instead try
to deliver the warning by appealing to a more general need to
always be prepared for disaster and calamity. Though alluding
to riots, fires, floods, earthquakes, tornadoes, tsunamis, and
landslides as potential disasters, he draws upon a linkage in
the mind of his audience between the idea of extra-terrestrial
attack and the film Independence Day by suggesting July 4 as
a target date for those with ability to do so to have stocked a
two-year supply of food, water, and other essentials to prepare
for any possible coming calamity. As time goes by, he makes
repeated statements that while Independence Day is the target
date for completing preparations, certainly there is no need to
wait until Independence Day because calamity could strike
sooner. On numerous occasions he repeats association of the
words "Independence Day" - sometimes carefully and slowly
with obvious emphasis placed on those word - with potential
for coming calamity. The portion of the public that believes
extra-terrestrials do or possibly exist might read between the
lines to interpret a warning about an impending alien attack.
The portion of the audience that does not believe in such
things can either ignore the obscured message about aliens or
deride the person for that aspect of the message while either
choosing to ignore or heed the logic of the surface-level
message to be prepared for any potential calamity.
Subliminal messages are further below the surface than
even obscured messages. Subliminal messaging works by
implanting thoughts in a person's subconscious via use of
hidden sounds and images (including text). Scientific research
demonstrates subliminal messages planted in the subconscious
do affect conscious thought and in many cases resulting
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behaviors. The conscious mind cannot detect subliminals but
they are heard or seen and stored among memories in the
subconscious. In recorded music and speech for example,
messages are inserted at a miniscule volume so that the
conscious mind cannot perceive them while it is processing
the easily-heard surface-level messages. Yet they are still
carried by sound waves into the ear and into the subconscious
part of the mind. Visual subliminals (which may include textbased messages) are fraction-of-a-second images appearing on
video screens (movie theaters, televisions, computer monitors,
and so forth) that like sound subliminals are not perceived by
the conscious but are taken into the subconscious.
Subliminal sound and visuals are not immediately
processed by the conscious mind to recognize what has been
seen or heard as the conscious mind is instead busy processing
the direct and sometimes obscured messages received above
the subliminals. That leaves unprocessed ideas in the mind to
be drawn into conscious thought at random or when triggered
by an associated message, thought, or other stimulus. For
example, a person receiving subliminal messages of hatred
directed toward a certain ethnic group might not have much
contact with members of that group and might not experience
immediate negative thoughts about that group after having
received the subliminals. However, coming into contact with
members of that group at a later time, he might experience
what seems to him to be a natural dislike for members of that
group which in his mind is justified by some aspect of that
group's cultural behavior or other attributes which he has not
given any actual consideration to but instead is merely
following what he has been unknowingly programmed to
believe and to feel.
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Research has determined subliminal messages received in
the subconscious do affect conscious thought, feelings and
behavior. Some of the best reviews and summaries of scientific
research on the mechanisms and success of hypnosis and
subliminal messaging is presented by businesses that specialize
in selling hypnosis and subliminal messages as ways to help
people stop smoking or lose other addictions, lose weight, eat
healthy, overcome fears and anxieties, improve academic
performance, improve sexual performance, and/or achieve
economic and personal success through improved self-esteem
and confidence. Ostensibly, subliminal messages have some
positive uses. For example they have been used in “muzak”
(recorded music heard overhead in department and grocery
stores, shopping malls, airports, and other public spaces) to
decrease shop-lifting and employee theft. They are used just as
hypnosis is used as artificial ways to induce numerous types of
self-improvement. However, people trusting subliminal
messaging products are at the same risk as people put under
hypnosis: they do not know what other messages might be
planted in their minds while they have given control of their
subconscious to others.
The Secret of The Secret
The Secret, The Power, and The Magic are a set of books
(and an initial movie that gave birth to the books) credited to
Rhonda Byrne. On surface level, The Secret focuses upon “the
law of attraction” and the “power of positive thinking” as the
keys to receiving what you want at any given stage of your
life. Both of these are actual religious principles, but are misrepresented in The Secret. The law of attraction as a religious
principle is that rather than always being given what we want,
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God will often instead give us what we need in order for us to
learn valuable lessons and advance in our understanding and
maturity. The Secret conflates the law of attraction with the
principle of positive thinking to argue that if you think
positive, you can have anything and everything you want, but
if you think negative, then you will not get anything and you
want. Though there is obviously correlation between attitudes
and outcomes, the argument does not allow for God to give
you what you need rather than what you want regardless of
optimism, pessimism, skill, or level of confidence.
The Secret trilogy contains numerous religious references
and correct teachings mixed with corruptions and promotion
of false values. The trilogy's positive tone and joyful sales-talk
do not end with promises that a person can have anything he
or she wants in terms of good health, super wealth, magically
happy relationships, and a perfect life, but makes a blatantly
direct appeal to the temptation of power-lust by promising
unlimited power over others and “the glory of the whole
world.” Byrne claims to have discovered this secret through
research that lead her to an ancient text called “The Emerald
Tablet,” dating to 3,000-5,000 BC, and allegedly buried near
the pyramids of Giza before being unearthed in recent times.
Beginning in the film, The Secret begins to reveal what
“the secret of The Secret” really is:
“The tenet of the film and book is that the
universe is governed by a natural law called
the law of attraction which is said to work by
attracting into a person's life the experiences,
situations, events, and people that 'match the
frequency' of the person's thoughts and feelings.”
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Secret_(book)
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The key phrase in the above quote taken from the wikipedia
entry on The Secret is “match the frequency of the person's
thoughts and feelings.” The film includes discussion of
obscured and subliminal messages hidden in media content to
explain that what the subconscious part of our minds takes in
has effect on our conscious feelings, desires, and behaviors.
The phrase presented by stringing the titles of the three
books together, “the secret power magic” is what the trilogy is
really about. While appearing to be about positive thinking to
achieve success, the trilogy teaches those who know about
“the secret of The Secret” how to control other people through
a form of hypnosis achieved through use of direct, obscured,
and subliminal messages.
According to content of The Secret, subliminal messages
are placed in advertisements and other media products even
though those doing so know it is wrong. Research indicates it
is possible to successfully implant one-frame or fraction-of-asecond visual images in film that people cannot perceive
seeing but that are read and stored by the subconscious. The
research indicates messages can also be delivered by sound
that a person does not perceive hearing but that is heard and
stored by the subconscious. Advancement in home recording
technology making it easier to find subliminal messages in
video necessitated need to remove visual subliminals from
television shows and advertisements. These messages may still
be in movies shown at theaters but removed for home video
and online streaming. Audio subliminal messages may be in
recorded music, movies, television, video games, telephones,
Internet, and other places.
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General Assault Upon the Public
A program of subliminal messages delivered via movies,
music, television, and internet sites may be used to further
Illuminati goals by inducing:
–

polarization based on political, religious,
ethnic, economic, and cultural differences;

–

lack of concern over wars, environmental
destruction, political corruption, poverty
and other social ills;

–

support for elected officials and candidates
who serve the super wealthy and not the
common citizens;

–

belief in government lies despite obvious
aspects of dishonesty and coverup;

–

denial of logic, reason, and evidence;

–

self-harming behaviors such as cutting
and also including suicide;

–

anger and abusive behavior toward others
in general or toward specific targets;

–

lack of caring for and increased conflict
with family members;
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–

depression, anxiety, and other mental
health disorders;

–

alcoholism and drug addictions;

–

sexual promiscuity and objectification

–

insatiable desire for shopping; and

–

obsession with sports, movies, music,
and television celebrities.

Just like advertising and other media products, subliminal
messages can be directed toward target audiences. A film or
web site that draws an audience from across the general
population of America, for example, might have generalized
messages aimed at all or large segments of the population such
as “hate your neighbors,” “hate your kids,” “your parents hate
you,” “nobody likes you,” “drink alcohol and take drugs,”
“cutting yourself is fun,” “hate Jews,” “hate Muslims,” “hate
black people,” “hate Mexicans, “go shopping more,” “sports are
more important than anything,” “worship celebrities,” “poor
people are bad,” and “wealthy people are good.” A film or web
site targeted toward an African American audience might
have messages such as “hate white people” and “whites are all
racist.” A film or Internet site likely to draw a politically
conservative audience might have messages such as “socialists
are evil,” “Democrats are dumb,” and “environmentalists are
communists.” A film or site more likely to draw a politically
progressive audience might have messages such as “Christians
are crazy” and “Republicans are tyrants.” A film or site aimed
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at a Christian audience might have “all scientists believe in
evolution,” "science is bad," and “Islam is evil” messages. These
are simplified message examples; in reality, these messages of
hatred, division, and destruction are carefully crafted and are
presented in far more creative textual, visual, and audio forms
that manipulate by playing upon human fears, desires, and
emotional affiliations.
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The Science of Television
Attempt by the corrupt ruling class to turn members of the
general public into mind-numbed brainwashed robotic
automatons to obey the commands of the ruling class and
their puppets is aided by the pervasiveness of television. The
science of television works on two levels. On the obvious
surface level, watching and listening to the content it presents
opens a person to be influenced by the information contained
within that content. On the not-obvious level is the science of
television merged with science of the brain to create a much
greater danger in which critical assessment and evaluation of
the presented content does not occur:
"30 seconds after one starts watching TV, the
brain automatically begins to produce alpha waves,
a modified state of consciousness. The viewer goes
into a trance-like mode, a type of light hypnosis. . . .
In this semi-conscious state, they become highly
susceptible to the messages contained in the
programs, especially the commercials, which are
created especially for that purpose."

(Personocratia, http://www.wakingtimes.com/2014/02/26/
brain-washing-social-control-programming-kill-your-television/)

"‘Beta’ is considered a normal, awake state, while
‘Alpha’ waves are experienced in a deep relaxation
or ‘daydreaming’ state. When in the Alpha state, a
person is subjected to a passive learning experience
with the right side of the brain at the wheel, leaving
critical thinking skills behind. . . . TV effectively
numbs the left side of your brain and renders you
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helpless to your right brain which is incapable of
decoding and critically analyzing the information
being presented to you.
(Melton, http://truthstreammedia.com/tv-your-mind-controlled/)

The right side of the brain is responsible for processing of
emotions. This means the corrupt can craft emotionally-laden
messages that will induce strong emotional attachment to
certain ideas and images without critical assessment of the
ideas, images, or the attached emotions. Television holds
enormous potential for manipulation of the audience through
manipulation of emotions and other psychological knowledge.
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Ego
In casual discourse of western society, power rewards are
referred to as “ego strokes,” but in classical psychology it is
“the id” that desires emotional satisfaction from the power to
influence others or control situations. “The ego” helps the id
rationalize desires and designs ways to satisfy them. The id is a
secular term for a part of the conscious and subconscious that
is key to our testing on earth to see if we will misuse power or
if we will work to regulate behavior within moral boundaries.
The “super ego” (also called “the conscience”) represents both
learned and innate moral boundaries. It produces feelings of
guilt if desires are satisfied in violation of its guidelines. For
psychopaths, the super ego falls into “sleep mode” from
repetitive over-ruling by the ego, our thought-processor that
considers options and make decisions. Based on arguments the
ego creates or adopts, it decides when and when not to follow
guidelines of the super ego.
The ego has the key role in development and maintenance
of psychopathology for it must develop arguments to repress
or ignore feelings of regret, guilt, or remorse. Over time, the
psychopath fails to feel these emotions at all due to the prior
number of times such emotions have been repressed. We may
equate the id to the voice of Satan tempting us, the super-ego
to Holy Spirit guiding us, and ego to the human soul that must
decide between the competing suggestions.
Ego and the Anti-Christ
The Illuminati follow a political ideology and ruling
philosophy of everyday life of “social darwinism” that is not
scientific but which the Anti-Christ fools his followers into
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believing is based in science. It is a eugenics argument that
says some human beings are born innately better or more
intelligent than others. In the system of the Anti-Christ, those
identified as likely to accept such an argument are told that
they are one of these people of superior intelligence and are
invited to band together with others like them in various
“poser" organizations that serve as fronts for the Illuminati.
In their pseudo-scientific argument, observations of animal
behavior are the foundation for how they believe they are
meant to behave as humans. Animals are seen as predators and
conquerors of one another in a survival of the fittest quest for
domination and control of resources necessary for survival.
Therefore, and because in their argument God does not exist
so no moral boundaries exist because Judgment Day does not
exist, they believe humans are meant by their nature to be
predatory against one another. Seeing themselves akin to
dominant males or females in animal herds, the belief is they
are stronger (by intelligence rather than physical strength)
and therefore are rightfully dominant over other humans.
The argument fails as science on many levels, including the
most surface that 1) predatory behavior is not normal within a
species, 2) though a dominant may occur in a herd or pack,
the dominant does not normally stockpile exorbitant wealth
while depriving others in the pack of basic necessities of life,
nor does the dominate order them into warfare to steal other
herds' resources, 3) animals do not exploit or enslave each
other neither singularly nor in conspiracy, and 4) predatory
behavior by animals is done against other species lower on the
food chain rather than against members of a same species and
5) the predatory behavior extends only to what is necessary
for basic survival and not for stockpiling of resources.
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People who join the ranks of the Illuminati fail to see the
flaws in what is called the "social darwinism" argument. The
ego argument (or ego defense) that wants to satisfy the id's
desire for power and rewards is stronger for them than the
warning of the super ego against accepting false arguments.
The political ideology of social darwinism and eugenics ("we
are better than others and meant to be predatory dominant
over them") is also the ego argument offered to such people
and it is the one they accept and adopt to overrule both the
super ego and common sense. Common sense might be
thought of as logic and reason (rationality) the ego could
choose to follow to render a better decision rather than
adoption of illogical and immoral arguments.
Ego and Everyday Life
The Anti-Christ uses adept knowledge of psychology to
manipulate his most obvious followers such as the Illuminati,
but he also uses the same mechanisms against the rest of us to
lead us into sin, acceptance of false doctrines, conflicts and
divisions that inhibit our ability to battle against him. AlDajjal (the Anti-Christ; literally “The Deceiver”) manipulates
our intellectual inexperience and need to feel efficacy (a need
to feel we successfully use power in controlling events) so that
we do not realize we are being manipulated. The ego's belief
in “being correct” results in a power gratification from belief
that we are correct. It is a feeling of self-efficacy for belief of
our intelligence. In contrast, being in error produces feelings
of weakness or inadequacy that many people try to avoid at all
costs - relying upon excuses and dismissals that are called "ego
defenses" - to literally include whatever it is they might lose
for an unwillingness to consider they may be in error.
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Indoctrination
Like socialization, indoctrination means to be taught the
beliefs, values, and behaviors of a group as one becomes a
member of that group. Though no real difference exists in the
mechanisms of socialization and indoctrination, socialization
usually implies a less rigid and less dogmatic process which
results in a less rigid and less dogmatic ideological structure
within a person's conscious and subconscious than would be
produced by more rigid and dogmatic indoctrination. This
may be perceived rather than real difference. Indoctrination
involves both receiving repetitive messages that convey the
group's belief set and repetitive participation in behaviors that
accompany that belief set. If emotionally-satisfying rewards
accompany participation and acceptance of the beliefs, the
behavior and beliefs are likely to become habitual normality
due to positive emotional attachment. Some messages of
indoctrination hold their own emotional reward: telling a
group it is better than others produces emotional satisfaction
for members of the group from simply believing it is true.
Along with encouraging acceptance of any morally correct
beliefs and behaviors, indoctrination also includes repetitive
lessons to teach and encourage adoption of numerous ego
defenses that justify acceptance of moral flaws in a group's
beliefs and behaviors. For example, in the already mentioned
case of the Illuminati, the ego defense taught to justify violent
and violating actions against others is that they are meant by
nature – by virtue of their alleged higher intelligence - to rule
over others and obtain rewards for their dominance. "We are
better than others" is a message Illuminati members receive
repeatedly and also receive repeated rewards in conjunction
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with that message so that they come to believe and maintain
belief that it must be true. The mechanisms of indoctrination
of course work for other groups who are not overtly and
purposefully immoral in their purpose but still have flaws
within their belief sets. Hence, indoctrination into any
religious or political group includes learning a set of beliefs
and behaviors that are a variant mixture of the correct and the
corrupted and that will usually include the belief that the
group's belief and behavior set is without flaw.
Indoctrination can also include the overt teaching of
hypocrisy. For example, a child may be told numerous times
to not cheat on the rules of any particular game or contest but
in watching adults in the game (or when being coached in
private), the child may discover the true message the adults
want the child to learn is that while of course it is not okay for
the competition to cheat and you should protest vehemently if
it does, you may cheat so long as you can figure out a clever
way to not get taught. Such lessons are bad enough for a child
to learn in regards to playing an ultimately meaningless game,
but the “cheat if you can get away with it” lesson can have
severe negative consequence on others when carried over to
social, political, economic, and religious decision-making.
Indoctrination into any set of beliefs works similar to
development of a personality disorder (see “Psychopathology”
chapter) in that the belief system is also learned behavior, is
usually but not always formed in childhood, relies upon
repetition of messages and actions, and comes with a set of
interwoven arguments or justifications for why these beliefs
are vastly preferable to competing sets of beliefs whether they
really are or not. If messages delivered during indoctrination
were different, belief and behavior would be different.
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Divide and Conquer
God explains in Qur'an that each time He has a prophet
establish a form of the true religion in worship to Him, the
religion begins to corrupt as soon as the prophet departs (dies,
disappears, or ascends to heaven). Current and prior AntiChrists through time have corrupted our different belief sets
while also promoting within each group the belief that its
particular belief set is infallible as well as incompatible with
other belief sets. The system of the Anti-Christ involves layers
of falsehood and deception placed over both religious and
secular beliefs in a divide and conquer strategy against us.
The divide and conquer strategy relies upon ideological
polarization that results from indoctrination into these
competing sets of beliefs. While each group's belief set is a
mixture of correct and corrupted ideas, a matrix of ego
defenses by each group's members is developed to maintain
the corrupted ideas within the set despite any scientific, social,
scriptural, internal (such as feelings of guilt), or other logical
information demonstrating error. Within the matrix of each
group's beliefs is one particular ego defense that holds all the
others together and keeps groups locked in ideological
polarization: we have an infallible belief set while others may
have some things correct but also have flaws that doom them.
Dajjal manipulates the human need to feel powerful to
promote the strongest possible emotional attachment and
determination to defending flaws within our belief sets. He
promotes divide and conquer through a need to be right when
others are wrong. This inhibits us from communicating across
groups to discover what we have in common and to bridge our
divisions to unite in opposition to a common enemy.
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Hegemony
Hegemony is a term employed by Antonio Gramsci, an
Italian marxist writing in the early 1900s. Hegemony is both
the process and result of a programming of our minds by the
corrupt ruling elite through their control and manipulation of
information by government, mass media, education systems,
corrupted religion, and other opinion leaders in our
communities. The conspiratorial tactics of the ruling class
includes to employ individuals to infiltrate community and
political organizations including quasi-political organizations
that exists as non-profit agencies that provide services to the
poor and vulnerable or work to protect public health and
environment. Hegemony's biggest force upon the mind occurs
however through the norms presented to us in the mass media
which includes the misinformation given to us by all the other
sources of manipulation and corrupt control.
Hegemony is a fancy academic word that means to exert
programmed control over the political thought and actions of
a population. According to cultural studies scholar James Lull,
Gramsci "emphasized society's 'super structure,' its ideology
producing institutions, in struggles over meaning and power."
Hence, Lull defines hegemony as:
"A process which through dominant ideology is
transmitted, consciousness is formed, and social
power is exercised. The power or dominance that
one social group holds over others. Rather than
direct manipulation of people against their interests,
hegemony depends upon social actors accepting
their subordinate status as normal. Ideology91
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dispensing institutions such as schools, government,
business, and mass media reinforce each other by
perpetuating the status quo as common sense."
(Lull, Media, Communication, Culture, p. 187)

Lull quotes fellow cultural studies scholar Stuart Hall that,
"Hegemony is "dominance and subordination in the field of
relations structured by power,"" in his explanation that
hegemonic relationships can exist between nation states as
well as between social groups within a nation. In other words,
hegemony occurs in any relationship that contains imbalance
of power, including occupational and personal relationships.
Lull notes that hegemony is not merely "social power itself,
[but] is a method for gaining and maintaining that power" and
explains it was Gramsci's focus on the "super structure" that
shifted marxist scholarship away from a focus on the
economic base for power differences in society to focus on "its
dominant dispensaries of ideas." Lull's elaboration, however,
connects these dispensaries of ideas to the economic base and
resulting power differences:
"Mass-mediated ideologies are corroborated and
strengthened by an interlocking system of efficacious
information-distributing agencies and taken-forgranted social practices that permeate every aspect of
social and cultural reality. Messages supportive of the
status quo emanating from schools, businesses, political
organizations, trade unions, religious groups, the
military, and the mass media all dovetail together
ideologically. This inter-articulating, mutually reinforcing process of ideological influence is the essence
of hegemony. Society's most entrenched and powerful
institutions - which all depend in one way or another
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on the same sources for economic support fundamentally agree with each other ideologically."
(Lull, Media, Communication, Culture, p. 33)

What Lull does not say in that explanation but is said in classic
marxist and other legitimate economic scholarship is that the
source of economic support for those institutions is the labor
of a society's population. The general public supports those
institutions through direct labor at those institutions, through
purchasing goods and services from those institutions with
income received in exchange for labor, and through taxes.
Lull discusses how messages of revolution are co-opted and
softened to support status quo dominance of an elite group
(for example, public demand for political change is often coopted as the central message of campaigns of candidates with
record-setting corporate support that clearly mark these
candidates as puppets of the corrupt ruling class), and how an
audience's excessive interest in music, movies, sports, video
games, television, other entertainment and even information
and news programming can be manipulated to deliver
interlocking messages that also support and serve that
domination. Lull cites for examples children's television
programming in the United States that is comprised mostly of
shows that are "associated with successful retail products
already marketed to children," and Channel One, described as
"an educational news channel shown to students in American
elementary school classrooms" that also presents the students
with commercial advertisements. Hence, television and
schools are used to teach advertisements and consumerism
into "taken-for-granted social practices that permeate every aspect
of social and cultural reality."
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Some other simple examples of "taken-for-granted social
practices" not mentioned by Lull include habitual use of
automobiles in place of other forms of transit, purchase and
consumption of packaged prepared foods, use of hair dryers
and microwave ovens, participation in "holidays" such as
Halloween and Valentine's Day, and participation in rituals of
candy-baskets and colored-egg hunts for Easter or tree
decorating at Christmas time. The list of taken-for-granted
cultural norms that are in fact created or introduced norms
taught to the general public by hegemonic forces of
government, mass media, business, schools, and corrupted
religion is of course much longer than that short list.
Lull is careful to point out that hegemony does not occur in
a direct stimulus-response relationship in which humans are
controlled as robots. In further quoting of Hall, he writes:
"Hegemony is not a direct stimulation of thought
or action, but . . . is a "framing [of] all competing
definitions of reality within [the dominant class's]
range, bringing all alternatives within their horizon
of thought. [The dominant class] sets the limits mental and structural - within which subordinate
classes "live" and make sense of their subordination
in such a way as to sustain the dominance of those
ruling over them.""
(Lull, Media, Communication, Culture, p. 33)

In other words, while we are not controlled as robots, the
hegemonic powers still tell us not only what to think about,
but also how to think about them. When we pattern our
knowledge and intelligence from their messages, we are shut
off from considering alternatives that have either been defiled
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with programs of lies or have been even more dogmatically
suppressed so the public cannot consider the ideas at all. Lull
notes that hegemony also "implies a willing agreement by
people to be governed by principles, rules, and laws they
believe operate in their best interests, even though in actual
practice they may not."
Hegemony versus Resistance
The process by which hegemony occurs is of course very
similar if not nearly identical to the concept of indoctrination
discussed earlier in this book, except that indoctrination into
systems of equity can occur just as easily as indoctrination into
systems of power imbalances. For this, Lull and other cultural
theorists note that hegemony is not permanent but is fragile,
requiring constant "renewal and modification through the
assertion and reassertion of power." They also note the process
of political indoctrination (of the audience's acceptance of the
hegemonic programming) is not only not a closed one, but
also that messages of resistance (dubbed "ideological countertendencies") exist in a myriad of forms, including within the
"seams and cracks of dominant forms." John Storrey describes
what is called "neo-Gramscian hegemony theory:
"[N]eo-Gramscian hegemony theory [sees] popular
culture as a site of struggle between the forces of
"resistance" of subordinate groups in society, and
the forces of "incorporation" of dominant groups
in society. Popular culture in this usage is not the
imposed culture . . . nor is it an emerging from
below spontaneously oppositional culture of "the
people." Rather, it is a terrain of exchange between
the two. . . . The texts and practices of popular culture
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move within what Gramsci calls a "compromise
equilibrium.""
(Storey, Cultural Theory and Popular Culture, p. 13-14).

In other words, what we should expect to find in the news
and entertainment programming of the mass media as well as
in messages delivered through other hegemonic institutions
(schools, governments, corrupted religion, and business) are
messages of hegemonic influence and messages of resistance to
that influence, but that the messages of hegemonic influence
greatly outnumber or otherwise outmaneuver the messages of
resistance to hegemony. However, the point the cultural
theorists are making is that a foundation of resistance to the
hegemonic dominance of the corrupt ruling class exists within
the public consciousness and holds the potential to be tapped
and harnessed for an effective challenge to that dominance.
Presenting themes of resistance and dissent within the
dominant mass media is a curious practice of the Illuminati. It
is seen by them as profiteering on ineffectual opposition. It is
allowed based upon Illuminati belief that no matter how great
dissent grows it can always be quashed by the various methods
of hegemonic control the Illuminati employ. Thus, Illuminati
demonstrate an ignorance of secular history that reiterates the
holy book themes of the repeated rise and fall of good and evil
in an ongoing battle between them through time. One aspect
of the scholarship of Harold Innis not frequently presented is
that Innis' research on the rise and fall of empires produced a
finding that empires come into existence and are sustained
through control of communication (this does not mean armies
have not been important in world history but that those
armies are comprised of soldiers under hegemonic influence of
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whomever controls their society's political communication
systems), that empires promote technological development,
and that eventually through that technological development
promoted by the empire itself, a new communication
technology is introduced that undermines the hegemonic
control of communication systems by the ruling class and that
this undermines the empire to lead to its collapse.
The Illuminati themselves have promoted belief in evil and
in the epic tale of good versus evil in which good always
triumphs. Indeed, this is a standard hegemonic theme of
western popular culture that promotes positive emotions
within audience members mean to influence the audience to
accept other ideas (direct, obscured, and subliminal) presented
in the hegemonic programming. As an aspect of the corrupt
ruling class' hegemonic programming, the general public
expects evil to exist in the world and it expects heroes to arise
to lead to its defeat.
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Hegemonic Response to 9/11 Truth
The corporate mass media is part of the “military-industrial
complex” President Eisenhower spoke of, under control of the
corrupt ruling class so the newspaper publishers did not meet
President Kennedy's request to stand firm against tyranny and
help defend America and our Constitution. However, the
newspapers and television news also did not make a mockery
of President Kennedy for suggesting that the Soviet Union was
employing thousands of people in a conspiracy against
democracy in America and around the world. That suggestion
had been made by the Illuminati itself years before Kennedy
became President, as it was useful in deception against the
public to persecute political dissidents and destroy support for
communism and socialism (partially by redefining in the
public mind what those terms mean), and it was useful to
justify an immense post-world-war military budget and
continued development of more advanced weapons systems to
be misused in the manners President Eisenhower warned
against. Indeed, for several decades before Kennedy and for a
few years after him, American government and corporate
media told the American public that the Russians, then the
Soviets, and a secret army of dis-loyal Americans were
conspiring to take over American government in order to
destroy democracy and exert ill will upon us and the world.
Today, however, that same government and media tell us
that only insane people believe organized crime and larger
political conspiracies could possibly exist. Consistent response
of government officials and corporate media anytime someone
utters suggestion of a conspiracy against the general public by
wealthy criminals also running big business is to suggest the
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very idea of organized crime and conspiracy are insane or
immensely stupid. This response defies all reason, logic, and
history of what is known about organized crime but if this is
repeated often enough by Illuminati operatives in mass media
and government, it can become an ingrained hegemonic part
of the public's belief set, or at least appear as if it is. False
appearance of public opinion presented through the mass
media and through suppression of dissident voices can hold
immense political power in conditioning fear in citizens that
they will be ostracized if they speak out in support of dissent:
"our culture has been conditioned incriminatingly
to a TV, a radio, or a paper. We are given the
world reality through a screen, some ink, or radio
waves . . . indoctrination through these mediums
warns us that views other than those presented by
them are unimportant and too be condemned. This
Administration and media monopoly has a carefully
crafted dehumanization program to anyone that
dissents the official version of events."
(http://rense.com/general69/mass.htm)

In reality, the public may be a mixture of those who openly
adhere to the Illuminati conspiracy theory, those who rebuke
it, those who believe it but fear saying so, and those who are
either undecided or who have no knowledge of the issue.
Many people simply do not want to believe such a large
conspiracy exists so refuse to consider the possibility. They are
aided in denial by Illuminati-controlled politicians and
journalists who mock those speaking out against the corrupt
ruling class to teach and train their audiences to do the same.
Along with some dissident voices, the reference list for this
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chapter includes a small sampling of online hegemonic articles
written by puppets of the corrupt ruling class that deride the
idea of organized crime at powerful levels of government.
Ironically, to believe the government's "official story" of
what happened on 9/11 is to believe a conspiracy theory that a
group of Muslims orchestrated hijacking a set of airplanes and
that airplanes crashing into tall skyscrapers can cause those
buildings to collapse from the heat of fires produced by jet fuel
melting the thick metal beam structural supports of a building
in such a manner that the buildings suddenly collapse to the
ground without warning rather than leaning or bending for a
duration first as those structural supports are melting. One
academic investigation into narratives of the 9/11 truth
movement versus narratives of the official government
conspiracy theory of what happened on 9/11 is that paranoia
functioned the same in both sets of narratives. That is to say,
the government and mass media have presented a conspiracy
theory that directs the audience to be fearful of one set of
alleged conspirators while the 9/11 truth movement directs its
audience to be fearful of a different set of alleged conspirators.
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Celebrity Collaborators and Soul Captives
The Anti-Christ's Illuminati system is one of domination
and control of information, economics, and politics. The
Illuminati own and control much of mass media to include
music recording and distribution, book publishers, television
and movie studios and production companies, newspapers,
magazines, television and radio stations and networks, and
many major Internet sites including some of the most popular
“social networking” sites. Mass media control is essential to
Illuminati domination over the rest of us by control of what
journalists do or do not question and investigate, by control of
what portion of what they do question and investigate is then
truthfully reported to the public, by creation of faked news
events (including some that are presented as major stories of
crisis and/or conflict), by insertion of other select lies in news,
and by entertainment distraction that includes both regularly
scheduled programming and disruptive and divisive scandals.
Celebrities are important tools of the Illuminati either as
willing collaborators or as soul captives due to the ability of
celebrities to influence millions of other people. Religious and
politically-minded celebrities have in the past and continue
now to use their positions as celebrities to encourage support
for or against political causes and to encourage and role model
religious worship. Minimizing opposition within the celebrity
industries and cultivating celebrities as a hegemonic force are
essential for the corrupt ruling class to maintain control over
the public. Controlled celebrities help to suppress, subvert, or
mock messages of any good-doer celebrities and to provide
gossip scandals and other amusing distractions to keep the
audience's focus away from the messages of good-doers.
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Illuminati of course seek to gain as much wealth from the
entertainment industries as possible. This includes to forge
contracts with entertainers, athletes, and others that contain
confusing or difficult to understand language that allows them
to steal the majority of the profits these people believe they
are about to receive for their work. Receiving any income at
all - received as periodic stipends rather than in large lump
sums as the public might believe - is predicated upon meeting
the terms of the contract. This allows for minimization of
oppositional voices among celebrities by contractual language
that ensures they refrain from oppositional politics or they
will not receive any income for their work and they will be
barred from seeking other employment. The fine-print details
of the contracts are cruel and harsh but they are legally
binding. Anyone wishing to challenge the contracts is told by
lawyers and others not to do so on two points: 1) the contracts
were entered into voluntarily, they are legally binding no
matter what corrupt conditions they contain will be the ruling
of the court; and 2) your case will never get to court, to even
attempt to expose what is in these contracts is to risk your life
against assassination.
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Controlled Opposition
Another part of the hegemonic process is controlled
opposition which is either real opposition to the Illuminati
that has found itself under direct Illuminati control (also
known as soul captives), real opposition that is limited in
perspective and understandings by lack of knowledge and by
acceptance of hegemonic programming (once the situation of
this author, the situation of many dissidents and many average
citizens), or Illuminati infiltrators and collaborators posing as
opposition when in fact they work to serve Illuminati goals
through presentation of limited perspectives of opposition.
Controlled opposition is a special category among soul
captives. They present similar arguments to their own true
dissident voices prior to coming under Illuminati control. In
this way, they do continue legitimate dissident work but they
also have hidden imposed limits on what they can present to
the public. This disguise over their control is used to present
certain key arguments in favor of the Illuminati's agenda but
hidden as arguments opposed to that agenda. Some wellknown dissident voices have fallen captive through various
methods others become Illuminati soul captives including
financial contracts, threat of unemployment, threat of public
scandal using real or made-up information, and threat of
violence or other harassing interference into the person's life.
Controlled opposition exists not only in person form but in
forms of organizations used for hegemonic control of public
opinion. For example, The Heritage Foundation presents itself
as a conservative patriotic dissident voice of public opinion
against rogue government. The Foundation is one of many
organizations making intelligent well-researched comment on
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a number of pressing concerns facing society, including in
America the issue of gun control. Notice that despite its stated
intent to defend the 2nd Amendment to the Constitution, the
Foundation's recommendations still allow for violations of the
2nd Amendment through background checks and banning
rights of convicted felons and those diagnosed with mental
illness (but who are free in the community because they pose
no danger to others). The language of the 2nd Amendment is
clear that no abridgment to the right of free citizens to obtain
firearms is lawful. The language is also clear that citizens have
a right to bear arms - that is, to carry the weapons in public though this is not mentioned in the Foundation's discussion of
that right not yet adjudicated by the Supreme Court.
Many examples of organizations, political movements, and
individuals as controlled opposition exist. It is not the purpose
of this book to argue against every hegemonic idea presented
by controlled opposition nor to start distracting debate about
particular groups or people. The purpose is to help educate the
reader on some of the tactics the corrupt ruling class use to
keep the rest of us under their subordination. Citizens armed
with knowledge can easily recognize controlled opposition as
it continues to present itself from familiar and new sources of
public opinion leadership.
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Industrial Disease
Science* tells us that pesticides, cosmetics, fossil fuels,
plastics, chlorine (used in paper bleaching and other
processes), many household cleansers, spermicides, industrial
solvents, and many other products appearing to be helpful to
humans are responsible for increased rates of occurrence in
several categories of human health risks:
– cancer, bone degeneration, and organ failure;
– birth defects and neurological disorders;
– hermaphrodization and emasculation;
– respiratory and cardiovascular illness; and
– lower immunity to all infectious health risks.
Industrial lifestyle of decreased physical activity, unhealthy
diet of non-organic, processed, and modified foods, and
pollution are also culprit in increased rates of heart disease,
diabetes, autism, obesity, and immune system decline.
Politics of Imperfect Science
Myers and Hessler point out a significant problem in the
testing of side-effects of exposure to chemical compound
pollutants is that usually only tests of high-dose exposures are
done and that may miss detection of effects that do not occur
*Chapter title from "Industrial Disease," words and music by Mark Knopfler,
performed by Dire Straits.
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at high doses but that do occur at low doses. They cite the
example that high doses of DES (diethylstilbestrol, a cancerinducing synthetic estrogen) are known to produce offspring
described as “scrawny” while laboratory tests using mice
demonstrate low doses may contribute to obesity. The failure
to test for effects at various ranges of exposure is only one
problem in the attempt to identify and catalog different effects
of various pollutants. Another common problem cited in the
research is inability to control for concomitant risks - other
pollutants that can be assumed to be having some influence
(independently or in combination with other toxins) on the
health of the subjects under study for effects of exposure to a
specific pollutant or set of pollutants.
Another problem is money-driven politics in which major
scientific findings suggesting pollution is bad for humans are
attacked by scientists employed by the industries that produce
the pollution. Unlike scientists affiliated with universities and
public interests groups, these scientists are dependent upon
the polluters for livelihood and therefore, their critiques of
the scientific literature cannot be taken seriously but are often
cited by Illuminati-controlled governments that do not wish
to enact tough environmental laws because to stop pollution
requires a major investment the super wealthy do not wish to
make in order to re-tool and re-build factories, refineries, and
processing plants. Attacks upon findings of legitimate science
happen when they are brought to public attention through
the news media but also occurs within academia.
In addition to scientists directly employed by polluters,
university-affiliated scientists and researchers also sometimes
bow to industry pressure in exchange for either bribes or
above-board research grants that provide researchers with
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bonus income on top of their university salaries. Combined
with scientists who fail to innovate because their university
jobs are secure even if they do not make creative efforts, this
can lead to an undesirable situation in which research is being
done but is rather pointless. For example, Colborn points out
the United States Congress directed the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency in 1996 to develop tests that would “detect
estrogenic and other endocrine-disrupting chemicals in food
and water.” Writing eight years after that directive, Colborn
noted no tests yet existed which she attributed to politics
fueled by a desire of some scientists to not abandon testing
methods they knew would not work:
“Years have been wasted in attempts to utilize
traditional toxicological approaches to solve the
problem, when in retrospect, it is now apparent
that the delay in part stems from the reluctance
to attack the problem with novel approaches.
Instead of utilizing what is already known about
the role of the endocrine system in development
and integrating this knowledge with directed
science from a broad scope of disciplines, there has
been a tendency to hang onto the very protocols
that missed endocrine disruption in the first place.”
(Colborn, “Commentary,” p.1)

In addition to producing flawed studies and biased critiques
of real science to release to the news media, suspected
industry-sponsored scientists routinely publish articles in
academic journals in order to confound the findings of real
science. For example, on the Our Stolen Future website, vom
Saal and Myers provide an analysis of a severely flawed article
from the Journal of Toxicology and Environmental Health,
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Part B that appears designed to dismiss claims that bisphenol
A (or BPA, an estrogenic compound, an endocrine disruptor)
is a human health hazard. Another article in the Journal of
Toxicology and Environmental Health, Part B questions
whether endocrine disruptors in general are human health
hazards while yet another discounts endocrine disruptors as
having negative effect on human reproductive capability – in
both cases, the exact opposite of what science has actually
documented. All of the journal's editors might come under
suspicion as industry-influenced if not for other articles
accurately reporting science and making calls for action to
reduce exposure to toxic chemicals. However, the two
comprehensive articles just linked also omit BPA. Another
article questions whether endocrine disruptors are health risks
to other species, and some that acknowledge the dangers of
endocrine disruptors make less call for activism than they do
for scientists to do more studies of toxins already known to
have severe health effects and to perform truly unnecessary
work that distracts from both science and activism. One
article merely announces a web site about endocrine
disruptors that serves as a competitor to Colborn's site.
Politics and limitations of science should be kept in mind
when considering research on various forms and sources of
pollution. In general, findings that confirm pollution as a risk
to human health tend to be cautious, conservative, and
understated. Public knowledge of the research findings is
further inhibited by obtuse language that prohibits many
journalists from understanding the research so that some
findings are mis-characterized and industry-paid scientists
often receive equal credibility as sources of information. Some
news reports of findings only restate a press release sent from
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a university, research institute, or interest group and do not
critically examine the claims made. Many important findings
are simply never reported to the public in generalized news
media. With obstacles of science and politics, only a small
amount of governmental action has taken place to decrease
toxins in response to the demands of a vibrant worldwide
citizens movement for clean air, water, soil, and food that is
supported by publicized and unpublicized science confirming
what is often happening in citizens' own lives or those of
loved ones, friends, neighbors, and even entire communities: a
catastrophic health crisis induced by pollution.
Cancers and Respiratory Ailments
In general, studies on automobile pollution and risks of
lung cancer have found what one set of scientists term “a
modest association.” However, in commenting on a study of
linkage between generalized air pollution and breast cancer,
Grant and Garland point out that air pollution blocks and
scatters ultra-violet radiation. This decreases vitamin D
synthesis from sunlight which in turn increases the risk of
cancer and other ailments. They also point out that vitamin D
deficiency is increased by urbanization. This is true due to
higher air pollution in urban areas and to less exposure to
sunlight in general (compare an office worker's exposure to
sunlight to that of a farmer, for example). This vitamin D
variable could be responsible for some inconsistent results in
scientific studies on air pollution and cancer.
Science has been more consistent in finding evidence that
automobile exhaust is among the pollutants culprit in rising
rates of cardiovascular and respiratory ailments , including
asthma, and to deaths from those ailments. However, despite
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numerous studies suggesting a link between air pollution in
general and these ailments, scientists remain cautious and
conservative when discussing findings as if they are not quite
sure despite all the studies and despite real-life incidents that
confirm air pollution is a killer if pollution is thick enough.
Not only do numerous studies track increased mortality on
days of higher air pollution in specific urban centers, but the
death of more than 4,000 people in a matter of four days in
London in 1952 from coal-burning particulates trapped in the
city's air by weather phenomena also confirms what to many
people seems rather obvious that polluted air is a health risk.
Testicular Dysgenesis Syndrome (Emasculation)
Contemporary social critics offering commentary that
today's men do not seem as rugged or “manly” as men of past
generations often attribute decrease in masculinity to effects
of feminism on male psychology. However, science has yet to
produce any evidence suggesting that raising males to respect
women and treat them as equals has an emasculation effect.
The observation is supported, however, by science that says
industrial pollution has an emasculation effect. Discussed
some in “The South African Runner” and “Disappearing Men”
chapters of The Changing Religion, endocrine disruptors lead
to a decrease in the number of males born in ratio to females
born, hermaphrodization, cryptorchidism (undescended
testes), hypospadias (displacement of the urethra opening
normally at the tip of the penis), smaller testes, testicular
cancer, lowered testosterone levels (inhibiting sexual interest
and function), and lowered sperm counts (also inhibiting
reproduction). Scientists are calling the increasing prevalence
of these problems “testicular dysgenesis syndrome.”
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Colborn reports one Native American tribe living along the
highly-polluted Detroit River has experienced a resounding
shift in birth statistics, from 106 boys born per 100 girls to 56
boys per 100 girls. Colborn understands endocrine disruptor
pollution to be a violent assault upon humans and other life
forms that begins in the womb. Exposure to other toxins also
begins in the womb by being passed through the mother to
the developing baby and then repeats after birth through
other environmental exposure. Science suggests these other
toxins also cause birth defects, cancers, neurological disorders,
and immunity and organ failures. Many endocrine disruptors
also contribute to these other ill health effects.
Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO Foods)
Genetically modified organisms are plants or animals that
have been subjected to artificial alteration at the genetic level
by mad scientists for the purpose of increased profits for their
employers. The modifications are done by the science of genesplicing to introduce genetic material into a plant or animal
that has come from other plants or animals as well as from
bacteria and viruses in order to enhance a certain desired
characteristic (for examples: plants that produce their own
pesticides, or tomatoes that take longer to ripen and have
tougher outer skins to decrease spoilage) or to suppress
undesired characteristics. The problem is these genetic
modifications alter foods in ways that can cause significant
harm to those who consume these unnatural foods.
The GMO industry led by companies such as Monsanto
deny the known health risks of GMO foods. Some of these
risks are known by correlation (correlation does not prove
causation but can strongly suggest it and indicates a need for
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research to confirm causation or coincidence) such as a 50
percent increase in soy allergies in the United Kingdom in the
years immediately following the introduction of GMO soy.
Other correlations of human health ailments since the
introduction of GMOs foods includes significant increases in
gastrointestinal disorders, infertility, asthma, allergies, autism,
and diabetes.
Additionally, human health risks are also known or can be
expected to occur by historical observation and designed
studies testing effects of GMO foods on animal species with
scientific understanding that due to our closely related genetic
structures, humans are likely to see the same or similar
impacts over time. Some of the known effects on animals:
–

tumors, organ damage, and death of rats
fed GMO corn

–

immune system crash in mice fed GMO corn

–

sterility, organ damage, increased infant
mortality, and early aging, in rats, mice,
and hamsters fed GMO soy;

–

mass death of sheep, buffalo, and goats fed
residuals of GMO cotton plants

–

alteration of testicular structure in mice and
rats fed GMO soy

Humans may be susceptible to all of these and additional
health risks.
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One article from the Institute for Responsible Technology
notes that one common genetic modifier found in at least 54
edible GMO plants could theoretically lead to increased
susceptibility of viral infections from the common cold to
hepatitis and Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. In
addition, one study that does exist on human consumption of
GMO foods found the genetic modifier induced antibiotic
resistance in the humans who consumed it, leading at least
one scientist to ponder if GMO foods are part of a purposeful
disease economy scheme to induce more illnesses that will
then need to be treated with more pharmaceuticals.
Radiation Exposure
In the past few decades of the industrial era, human health
has faced another risk in the proliferation of nuclear science.
While this has some valuable uses in medicine, it otherwise
has been a scourge upon mankind used for producing the most
egregious weapons of mass destruction and as a source of
electric energy that like nuclear weapons has left behind a
massive stockpile of toxic radioactive material that science has
been hard-pressed to neutralize as a health risk to current and
future generations. Even without accidents and purposeful
releases, enhanced radioactive materials (naturally radioactive
uranium is “enriched” in production of plutonium for use in
nuclear bombs) are difficult to contain even in lead tanks that
have already proved allow leakage into soil and ground water.
Known effects of radiation over-exposure include thyroid and
various other cancers, bone degeneration, and birth defects.
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Environmental Racism and Classism
Ethnic minorities and the low-income are targeted both
purposefully and incidentally for increased exposure to
pollutants. Purposeful incidents occur when an arm of the
United States (or another nation's) government chooses to
carry out dangerous experimentation on unknowing citizens
such as the poisoning of primarily low-income African
Americans in St. Louis during the 1950s. Sometimes lack of
knowledge and incentive of only a few dollars lure lowincome persons to volunteer for dangerous experimentation.
For example, a workplace accident at the Hanford Nuclear
Reservation in Washington state was used as excuse to
conduct an experiment on 64 male prison inmates whose
testicles were purposefully exposed to radiation so that the
researcher could better answer questions such as “will I
become sterile?” of four employees exposed to radiation in the
accident even though study of the employees exposed could
have provided answers to such questions. While the inmates
were ostensibly volunteers (lured by compensation of $5 to
$20 per month) even the researcher (who still defended this
experimentation years later) admitted the consent forms may
not have truly disclosed the risks involved though he claims
they were disclosed verbally to the inmates.
Incidental exposure to pollutants occurs from factories and
industrial plants that release toxins into the air or water being
located in or near low-income communities as well as from
workplace exposure that is largely limited to low and middleincome workers in various and numerous occupations. In
addition, the low income often face additional stress factors
not faced by those with higher income. This stress results in
greater rates of mental health issues but also lowers immunity
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and resistance to physiological diseases, infections, and
malfunction. Other risk factors of poverty such as poor diet
are also seen as culprit in a documented disparity in health
outcomes for the poor and the non-poor.
Despite real incidents of environmental racism and
classism, unknowing victims of purposeful and incidental
exposure to toxic health hazards are not always ethnic
minorities and not always low-income. Purposeful airborne
and ground water leaks of radiation from the Hanford nuclear
facility, for example, affected rural and urban populations in
eastern Washington across all income levels. With exception
of Native American reservations and some small farm worker
communities, cities and towns across eastern Washington are
overwhelmingly of European descent. Above-ground nuclear
bomb testing in the state of Nevada during the 1950s exposed
predominantly European American populations in the
Northwest and mixed populations in the Midwest and East
Coast of the the United States to radiation that is identified as
culprit in current rates of thyroid cancer and other ailments.
Ultimately, the entire human race is facing concomitant risk
factors to physical and psychological health from various
industrial pollutants found in air, water, soil, and food.
Neither ethnicity nor income shield the wealthy and their
children from the effects of pervasive pollution.
Pervasive Toxicity
In general, humanity is facing a pervasive toxicity that has
been thrust upon us by the makers, sellers, and buyers of
numerous industrial inventions from paint thinner and air
fresheners to infant formula (largely made with geneticallymodified soy; soy also promotes estrogen production) and
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fluoridated water that has provided fuel for what is termed
"the disease economy." Pollutants are in plastic bottles and
bags, aluminum cans, cosmetics, skin care lotions, soaps and
shampoos, sugarless candy, gum, soda, building materials, the
foods we eat, the water we drink, and the air we breathe. This
chapter's reference list samples just a tiny amount of available
information about effects and pervasiveness of toxic pollution.
The disease economy is an ever-expanding and selfperpetuating system. On one end, disease and deformity are
induced in the population through manufacture and sale of
numerous products that create massive wealth for the world's
richest persons. On the other end, we are sold numerous over
the counter and prescription remedies (many of which only
manage but do not cure the ailments) and expensive medical
services in response to the induced disease and deformity and
this also creates massive wealth for the world's richest people.
With each new invention, buyers are typically unaware of any
associated health risks which the manufacturers may or may
not already know about. When science later announces ill
effects of these inventions to the public, buyers are often
lulled into complacency on the issue by either a lack of or the
higher price of healthy alternatives and by failure of
government, mass media, and Illuminati-loyal scientists to
focus public attention on risk but more often to discount the
risks involved as non-existent or exaggerated.
Economic Bust or Boon?: Our Green Future
This chapter offers a summary statement of the situation
facing humanity of an impending catastrophic collapse of
human health and discusses only a very small sample of the
specific sources of toxicity and decreased nutritional value of
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our food from processing and genetic modification. Reviewing
even just a small sample of research on the effects of industrial
pollution - as can be done by reading the references to this
chapter - can induce feelings of heavy sadness. Some ill effects
of contemporary contaminants are just beginning to reveal
themselves but others have been know for decades. Some
toxins have been banned or reduced in production and use but
others remain unregulated, under-regulated, and still in
widespread use despite scientific understanding of both ill
effects of specific toxins and that industrial-created chemical
compounds in general have proven to be health risks.
We may not be able to deter effects of these toxins upon
current generations (though science suggests regular exercise,
an ultra-healthy diet, and proper stress management may
mitigate some effects) but we can create a toxic-free future.
Advances in green technologies, manufacturing, architecture,
and construction have made it possible to stop producing
pollution and to clean up much that already exists without
abrupt and chaotic abandonment of industrialization. Widescale greening of industry and infrastructure has been blocked
so far by unwillingness of the super wealthy to invest in the
process, preferring the lie that it is too expensive to stop
polluting and clean up the environment or even that the
economy will grind to a halt if attempt is made to do so. The
truth is the economy would expand rapidly from millions of
new jobs created by mandate to green. Owners of small and
medium-size business are truthful when they say the cost to
green is prohibitive to them, but it is not prohibitive to the
super wealthy whose exorbitant wealth from exploitation of
the industrial economy can be taxed and distributed for use in
cleaning up the pervasive toxicity of that industrial economy.
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